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A GENDER NEUTRAL THEORY
BY
GERALDINE LIPMAN KING 
UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE, May, 1990
The focus of this dissertation is the developm ent of a non­
gender-specific  theory  of success avoidance. B ecause  success 
av o id an ce  has trad itio n a lly  been v iew ed as a phenom enon 
associated with fem ale socialization, there is an initial look at the 
messages given to, and responses of, men and the issue of success.
In order to provide a foundation for a m ore expansive 
theory, there is an exploration o f m ixed-gender groups based on 
quantitative and qualitative data  accum ulated prior to the theory’s 
g e n e ra tio n .
Existing m otivational constructs that influenced the theory's 
d e v e lo p m e n t a re  ack n o w led g ed  and , to  v a rio u s  d eg rees , 
assim ilated into a new orientation. U ltim ately, a theory of success- 
avoidance based on self-esteem , identity , and self-consistency is 
presented in the form  of propositions and a theoretical model. The
underly ing  thesis is tha t the inclination  to preserve identity 
congruence prevents people from accepting opportunities that will 
alter their perceived success, success-lim ited, or failure images.
U p until now, the predom inant approach to this phenomenon 
has been H orner's gender-ro le  theo ry  o f success avoidance. 
P ro p o sed  here is a se lf-e s te em /se lf-co n s is ten c y  theo ry  that
explains success avoidance among m ales and fem ales at a variety
of life stages.
In the final chapter, the recom m endations for research are 
accom panied by im plications for social institutions. The theory
requ ires a c ritic a l look at the assum ptions on w hich social 




Success avoidance is the tendency to know ingly avoid an 
opportunity to succeed. The subject was brought to focus by 
the wom en’s movement and has, therefore, concentrated on female 
gender issues. Success avoidance characteristics, identifying what 
is som etim es referred to as "the fear of success," have been 
basically lim ited to fem ale-linked phenom ena. As a result, we 
have learned a g rea t deal about achievem ent m otivation and 
avoidance in women, but not very much about factors unconnected 
to female socialization.
In her 1968 study of the fear o f success in women, M atina 
H orner was the first to identify success avoidance as a wom en's 
issue. C haracteristics constituting success avoidance were related 
to w om en, and the studies that fo llow ed focused  m ainly on 
ach ievem ent m otivation  and avoidance w ith regard  to fem ale 
socialization. A lthough the fear of success can be assum ed to 
im pact men, it is still not considered to be im portant to the male 
ex p e rien c e .
It is a rare article or book on success avoidance that does not 
refer to H orner's work. Her classic study of gender differences in 
ach ievem en t and m o tiva tion -to -succeed  not on ly  affected  the 
wom en's m ovem ent in a variety  of ways, but initiated studies and 
d iscussion  w ithin a num ber of professional d isc ip lines (Paludi,
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1979). A lthough the study has been found to be problem atic 
(Canavan-Gumpert, et al., 1978; Sadd, et al., 1978; Zuckerman and 
W heeler, et al. 1975; Fogel and Paludi, 1984; W ood and Greenfield, 
1979; Stake, 1976), according to Chabossol and Ishiyam a (1983), 
"Horner's original work on fear of success has proven to be seminal 
and  few  c o n s tru c ts  have a ttra c te d  or en g en d e re d  more 
enthusiastic research in the past fifteen years."
There is much to be learned from H orner's work and the 
studies that followed. The fact that there has been less emphasis 
on men does not imply that existing research is not applicable. 
The difficu lty  is inherent in the fact that the phenom enon, in 
general, is not an easy one to address.
Success avoidance is a good exam ple o f the com plexity  
inherent in hum an behavior. It has brought into question  a 
concep t w hich  was once considered  obvious in th eo ries  of 
m otivation and social learning, nam ely that success has universal 
m eaning. Com m onplace definitions o f success m ust, therefore, be 
exam ined before the notion of success avoidance can even be 
e n te r ta in e d .
The problem  in defining success results from  its conflictual 
interpretation in our society. T resem er (1977, p. 196) states that 
"...the many uses of the terms 'success' and 'failure ' have seldom 
been  acco m p an ied  by p rec ise  o p e ra tio n a l d e f in itio n s , the 
assum ption  being  that they p la in ly  define them selves. The 
problem  of how 'success' in one area may mean 'failure' in another 
and the consequent com plexity with which such a 'success' m ust be 
view ed, has consequently been disregarded. B ut it is c lear that
2
variability in individual interpretations of 'success* of various sorts 
compounds the influence of individual, as opposed to group, factors 
on success avoidance."
By way of preparing for this work, I looked at a num ber of 
sources offering definitions of success. Though it is assumed that 
the  term has universal m eaning, the m eaning appears to vary 
depending on the context in which it is used and on the person 
using it. The d ictionary  defin ition  of success includes such 
statem ents as "favorable or satisfactory  outcom e or result" and 
"the gaining of wealth, fame, rank, etc". The Thesaurus lists, 
"favorable or fortunate outcom e, p rosperity  in an undertaking, 
profit, gain, accom plishm ent, achievement, victory, winner."
The June, 1981, Radcliffe Quarterly, was devoted to the issue 
o f success, and a num ber of people were quoted regarding their 
definition o f the term. M atina Horner, Radcliffe's President and 
the o rig inator of the "fear of success" concept said, "To feel 
successfu l as a person  m eans having a w ell-in teg ra ted  and 
balanced life  that is personally  satisfying, that enables you to 
pursue free ly  your in te rests  and asp irations in ways that are 
com m ensurate with your talents and train ing, and are to some 
extent free o f  externally imposed or irrelevant kinds of barriers" 
(p .l) . Diane Margolis, University o f Connecticut Sociology Professor 
responded, " If you were to ask m ost Am ericans what they think 
success is, they 'd  probably say it has to do with economic success 
and  o ccu p a tio n a l po sitio n "  (p .3 ). O rgan iza tional co n su ltan t 
Kathleen L usk  stated, "Successful people are not those who never 
experience failure, but those who use failure well, for failure is a
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constan t pa rt o f life" (p .6). Barbara Snelling, U niversity  of 
V erm ont A dm inistrator and the form er F irs t Lady o f Vermont 
suggests that, "Success as it relates to one's own accomplishm ents 
is an intensely personal m atter. Each of us starts w ith dreams, 
dream s that are rarely shared with others, but are nevertheless 
deep m otivating forces"(p.27).
During the course o f m y research, I asked a num ber of 
people for the ir definitions o f success and the responses varied 
widely, especially responses that were not given from a vocational 
viewpoint. Two distinct definitional approaches em erged, the first 
o f which defined  success in term s of occupations identified  by 
society as reflecting successful status. The second centered around 
philosophical assum ptions about the "good life" and the "fulfilled 
person." Perhaps W illiam  Jam es, in the 1900s, had the most 
interesting perspective when he related success to self-esteem . He 
presented his perspective in ra tio  terms:
Self-esteem = S u c c ess
Pretensions
"If one’s success in the world be small but the pretensions (goals, 
expectations) sm aller, then the self-esteem  may still be great" 
(Tresem er, 1977, p.200 and Stryker, 1980).
All defin itions of success u ltim ately include favorable or 
satisfactory outcom es or results. W hether in the area of wealth, 
fame, status or in having a balanced life or in using failure well, a 
satisfactory outcom e is still the goal. Even within that seemingly 
narrow descrip tion, however, several areas o f conflict are evident.
4
Individuals’ definitions of "satisfactory" certainly vary; although 
goals may be the same, people work to achieve them in different 
w ays.
To com plicate  m atters fu rth er, people are o ften  in ter- 
personally conflicted over the issue of their personal success and 
tend to engage in both approach and avoidance behavior. Those 
who avoid success are also attracted by it (Ray, 1984; Canavan- 
Gumpert, e t al., 1978). Consequently, the ambivalence becomes a 
m atter requiring energy and concern.
If both the definition of success or the means of achieving it 
are elusive, how can avoidance of it be m easured? Certainly, it 
would be difficult to study, even if  the defin ition  w ere agreed 
upon. Avoidance is often not blatant, but m anifest in a multitude 
of subtle ways sometimes not evident even to the avoider. Again, 
in preparation for this work, I had a number of conversations with 
people around the issue of avoidance. The m ajority chose to talk 
about the avoidance of others, using as exam ples situations they 
had noticed where people in their lives avoided a task, problem , or 
com m itm ent. It d idn 't appear that they were trying to give the 
im pression that they, them selves, d idn 't engage in the avoidance 
behavior, but that it was easier to see and understand in other
people. A study asking respondents to reflect upon their own
possible avoidance patterns would no doubt be a far more difficult
task .
T here are other questions that should precede research. Is 
there rea lly  m otivation to avoid success? How can the research
5
rem ain free of definitional bias? Is success avoidance merely a 
psychological phenomenon?
My response to the latter is I th ink  not. " ...a  growing 
so c io lo g ica l and psycho log ica l lite ra tu re  dem onstra tes ra ther 
conclusively that there is no scientific evidence for the existence of 
'fear of success' as a p e r so n a l i t y  characteristic in either women or 
men" (O lsen, et al., 1978, p.65). Attitudes, cultural expectations, 
environm ental considerations and socialization play such strong 
roles that I see it as clearly a social- psychological phenomenon. 
This approach logically  leads to the use o f  the term  "success 
avoidance" rather than "fear of success"; a m ove which suggests a 
b e h a v io ra l rea c tio n  ra ther th a n  a p u re ly  p sy c h o lo g ic a l 
characteristic  or sym ptom. Of course, social psychologists might 
take exception to the notion that there is such a phenomenon as a 
"purely psychological characteristic." It is generally recognized 
tha t a personality  developing w ith in  a cu ltu re  will re flec t that 
culture. O r, to put it another w ay, a personality is a product of 
socialization .
O lsen, e t a l.(1978 ) supports the ab o v e  notion w ith the 
following quote.
It may w ell be that some w om en (and m en) feel am bivalent 
about occupational success, but th e  concept "fear o f success," 
by keep ing  research  focused on ind iv idual-level variab les, 
obscures ra ther than contributes to the understanding of this 
phenomenon that could  be achieved by the study of social and 
cultural patterns (p .69).
T hough Horner and others use the cu ltu ral argum ent to 
support the notion th a t more w om en than m en avoid success, I
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contend that a social- psychological approach, perhaps differently 
applied, is appropriately applied to men, as well.
I agree with Atkinson (1978, p.68) when he says,
...the motive to avoid success as a theoretical construct is not a 
sex-linked trait - any more so than the m otives to approach 
success, to avoid failure, to affiliate, or to avoid rejection. Any 
sex differences found or predicted should be considered as a 
function o f sociolcultural conditioning or prior learning, or of 
the impact o f specific situational or contextual factors.
N onetheless, m essages to m ales regarding success seem ingly make
success-avoidance a counter-intuitive activity. It is essential, then,
that those m essages be addressed. Once accom plished, I will
explore the issue of success avoidance as it relates to victim s of
child abuse and other m ixed-gender populations. Observations of
these groups provide a foundation for a theoretical form ulation
across genders. A dditionally , a strong theoretical rationale  for
studying groups not com prised exclusively  o f women is needed
(Hong and Caust, 1985).
As is often the case, the im petus for th is new approach 
ev o lv ed  th rough  a c ircu ito u s  rou te . My f ir s t  in te re s t in 
m ale/fem ale success avoidance was in the area o f adults who had 
been abused as children. In developing a theoretical rationale for 
studying abuse victim s, I began to conceive of a  research model 
that encouraged me to exp lore  a theo re tica l ju s tif ic a tio n  for 
studying success avoidance in males as well as females.
Looking at m ixed-gender groups becam e a p ivo ta l step 
leading to new considerations, not the least of which is the notion 
th a t the  tendency  tow ard  p e rfo rm ance  supp ression  m ay be
7
a sso c ia ted  w ith any num ber of v a ria b le s  not p rev iously  
acknow ledged. For instance, Larkin (1987) found a correlation 
between "fear of sucess" and problems of identity form ation.
It is a connection I believe to be o f  great im portance in
explaining success avoidance and the theoretical m odel I propose 
reflec ts  that a rgum ent. A fte r describ ing  theories that hold
dom inant positions in m otivational research , I p resen t a model 
connecting identity and success orientation followed by a theory 
applicable to both genders and  a range o f age groups. My
approach does no t exclude H orner's gender-ro le  theory , but 
attem pts to add to it. H orner also proposes a theory  of self- 
consistency in that she suggests that women avoid success because 
it does not fit with their notion o f fem ininity. I propose that the 
tendency tow ard self-consistency  is app licab le  to a variety of 
identity im ages and that self-esteem  level is crucial to the process.
The ram ifications of em ploying the proposed approach, the 
im pact on social in stitu tions, and recom m endations fo r future 
research are addressed in the final chapter.
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CHAPTER n
A CRITICAL LOOK AT THE RESEARCH
In H orner's (1968) study, college students were asked to 
w rite stories in response to projective cues. M ales and females 
responded  to the sam e sex statem ent, "after first-te rm  finals 
A nne/John finds herself/h im self at the top o f h is/her m edical 
school class." The them atic apperception test resulted  in males 
com pleting the story with John continuing to do well and a high 
proportion  o f women fantasizing  that Anne had to  deal w ith 
negative consequences as a resu lt o f her success and eventually 
did less well.
H orner reported  that 65% of the wom en show ed im agery 
depicting the fear of success* compared to only 9% o f the men. She 
suggested that individuals feared success if they described success 
as having negative consequences.
♦The term "fear o f success," rather than "success avoidance" is used 
throughout th is chapter in keeping w ith the vocabulary  of the 
studies discussed.
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A s a re su lt of H orner’s pronouncem ents, research  and 
controversy has proliferated. Hoffman (1974) conducted a nearly 
exact replication of Horner's study at the same college, with the
same cues, and even using the same room. As in H om er's findings,
65% of the women showed fear o f  success. However, instead of 9% 
being attributed to  men, Hoffm an found 77%  of the m ales showed 
some fear of success. It should be noted
that 30%  of the m en questioned the value of success which may 
well have re flec ted  attitude changes in society. L evine and 
Crom ini (1975) found  no gender difference among college students 
responding to H orner's cues.
In  1974, T resem er rev iew ed 61 post-H orner studies. 36
included men. T h e  percentage of men reported to have fear of
success themes ranged  from 14%-86%. In 17 of the 36 studies, 
men reflected m ore fear of success im agery than wom en. In a 
la ter analysis o f 200 stud ies, Tresem er (1976b) reported  that 
H orner's(1968) fea r of success hypothesis was neither supported 
nor rejected.
In an attem pt to strengthen the valid ity  of fear o f success 
research , objective m easurem ents were developed (C ohen, 1975; 
Good & Good, 1973; Pappo, 1973; Zuckerm an & A llison, 1976). 
Pappo (1972) developed  an instrum ent w ith  83 item s m easuring 
w hat w as deemed five  aspects o f fear o f success: preoccupation 
w ith  c o m p e ti t io n ,  s e l f -d o u b t ,  c o m p e te n c e  q u e s t io n in g , 
preoccupation w ith  evaluation, and self-sabotage behavior. It is 
m eant to  be used in  academ ic settings and claim s to  have .90 
re lia b ility .
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Good and Good (1973) constructed  a 29-item  true-false 
m easurem ent. The assum ption on which it was based was that 
people who fear success tend to worry about upsetting other 
people by their superior perform ances.
Many o f the new measures were created, at least in part, as a 
reac tio n  to  the problem s H orner’s study ra ised . T here  were 
c ritic ism s o f  the re liab ility  (A lp er, 1974; T resem er, 1974; 
Zuckerm an and WheeleT, 1975) and validity (M organ & Mausner, 
1973; Tresem er, 1976; Zuckerman & W heeler, 1975) o f Horner’s 
m easure and, in fact, the proclam ation that fear of success is 
prim arily  a wom en's issue was not supported by a num ber of 
studies (G riffore, 1977; Hoffman, 1974; Levine &  C rum ini, 1975; 
M organ & Mausner, 1973). However, it cannot be assumed that all 
the instrum ents m easure the same construct as Horner’s (Griffore, 
1977). They may vary in their focus on a variety of aspects of 
su ccess  avo idance . L entz (1 9 8 2 , p .987) adds th a t "som e
studies...(attem pt) to research a possib le  success avoidance effect 
w ithout m easuring fear o f success as a variable."
Sadd, et al. (1978) performed a factor analysis o f five fear of 
success instrum ents (C ohen, 1975; G ood & G ood, 1973; Pappo, 
1973; Spence, 1974; Z uckerm an & A llison , 1976) and two 
instrum ents testing fear o f failure (A lpert & H arber, 1960; Sarason, 
1972). They concluded that fear o f success and fear o f failure 
w ere related and that four of the factors w ere related to  other 
dimensions other than general fear o f success. One factor, "concern 
over the negative consequences o f success," reflected  issues of 
je a lo u s y , e x p lo ita tio n , c ritic ism , re je c tio n , the b u rd en  of
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responsib ility , sabotage, and post-success pressure. It was the 
only factor directly related  to H orner’s (1968) "fear of negative 
consequences" thesis. Shaver (1976) also suggested that fear of 
success is simply an aspect of fear of failure. On the other hand, 
Zuckerm an (1976) sees it as an approach/avoidance reaction to 
success and Horner (1976) insists that the m otivation to avoid 
success is not synonymous with a failure wish.
H orner's study has been critic ized  on a num ber o f other 
levels. Zuckerman & W heeler (1975) identified problems with the 
use of the medical school vignette suggesting that it may reflect 
a ttitudes tow ard m edical school ra ther than  a ttitudes toward 
success. I argue that the scenarios also assume that medical school 
is  universally considered a success-oriented endeavor. The method 
precludes the use of individually chosen success stories.
T here is also a question about w hat actually  is being 
m easured. One suggestion is that, rather than reflecting fear of 
success, the  verbal cues may trigger anx ie ty  about sex-role, 
inappropriate behavior (Alper, 1974; Shapiro, 1979). Two models 
emanate from  that proposition.
T resem er's (1977) Boundary M aintenance Theory describes 
the primary concern in the fear o f success construct as the fear of 
deviating from  the norm . The person relates to norm ative gender- 
ro le  behavior and the lim its of acceptable success levels. Stiver's 
(1976) sex-ro le prescription model is in agreem ent w ith Tresem er 
w hen he s ta te s  that ind iv iduals may be reacting to sex-role 
appropriate behavior. Stiver disagrees w ith  his assigning little 
im portance to  success as a variable. Stiver believes that success
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avoidance is explained  by the power tha t sex-role appropriate 
behavior ho lds. P resc rip tions o f ach ievem ent behav io r are 
culturally defined and success avoidance is a m anifest reaction to 
deviance from  that protocol.
One o f the m ajor concerns in using Horner’s cues surrounds 
its present day appropriateness. Social norm s regarding gender 
behavior have changed since 1965. Hong and Caust (1985, p.331) 
s ta te  tha t, "the concom itan t changes b rought to sex -ro le  
o rien tation  and a ttitudes tow ard  achievem ent (T resem er, 1976) 
suggest tha t d iffe ren tia l sex -ro le  socialization  m ay not be a 
determ inant o f fear of success...It is c lear that a m ore general 
definition of fear of success excluding loss o f fem ininity as one of 
the major consequences of success, is appropriate."
D espite the large amount o f criticism  of success avoidance 
research , in  p a rticu la r H orner’s work, th e  extent to  which it 
continues reflects the subject's appeal. T he inconclusiveness of 
find ings and  questionab le  g en e ra lizab ility  o f the  popu lations 
studied have not seem ed to d e te r the sub ject’s treatm ent as a 
"discovered and proven fact" (W ood & Greenfield, 1979, p.290).
G ilber and W iner (1985, p. 1009) observe,
...as a resu lt of the intuitive appeal o f the fear o f success 
construct, its heuristic explanatory value, and the intriguing, 
if  contradictory, findings in the field, fear o f success (does) 
not d isappear from the literature.
It is also true that success avoidance is still considered to be 
a phenom enon present primarily among wom en. I argue that it is 
gender n eu tra l. H ow ever, th a t notion rem ains coun ter-in tu itive
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and it is im portant to look at the m essages men receive about 
success before proposing a gender inclusive theory.
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CHAPTER III
MEN AND THE ISSUE OF SUCCESS
The m ost serious c o s t  (of the good-provider role) w as  perhaps  
the identification of m a len e ss  not only with the work site but 
especially with su c c e ss  in the role. "The American male looks 
to his breadwinning role to confirm his m anliness." To b e  a  
man one  had  to be  not only a  provider but a  good provider. 
S u c c e s s  in the  good-provider role c a m e  in time to define 
masculinity itself. The good provider had to achieve, to win, 
to dominate. He w as a  breadwinner. He had to show "strength, 
cunning , inven tiv en ess ,  e n d u ra n c e -a  w hole  ran g e  of tra its  
hence-forth  defined a s  exclusively 'm asculine '" . Men w ere  
judged a s  men by the level of living they provided. They were 
judged by the  myth "that endow s a  moneym aking man with 
s e x in e s s  a n d  virility, a n d  is b a s e d  on m an 's  d o m inan ce , 
strength, a n d  ability to provide for and  ca re  for 'his woman.'" 
The good  provider b e ca m e  a  p layer in the male competitive 
macho gam e . What one  man provided for his family in the way 
of luxury a n d  display had  to be  equaled  or topped  by what 
another could provide. Families b ecam e  display c a s e s  for the  
su c ce ss  of the  good provider. (Bernard , 1983, p.169.)
Economic su ccess  is a  major them e that pervades m en's lives 
(Snell, 1986). It may ev en  be viewed a s  a  m andated  goal and , at 
th e  least, is a s su m e d  to be  a  worthy pursuit with high value. 
Often the question  implied for men is not "should I su cceed?"  but 
"how c a n  I su cceed?"  Strong male orientation toward achieving 
h as  becom e the  norm.
This work may a p p e a r  a s  a  challenge to that concept a s  it 
focuses on m en and s u c c e s s  a v o id a n c e , som etim es referred to a s
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"the fear of su ccess"  or perform ance su p p re ss io n 1 (Rom berg, et. 
a l . , 1985) or an "inhibitory tendency aga inst achievem ent-directed 
behavior."
Horner (1968) sugg es ts  that women avoid su c ce ss  b e ca u se  of 
possib le  negative c o n se q u e n c e s  resulting from high achievem ent, 
such a s  being se en  a s  unfeminine or not fitting the role ascribed 
to fem ales. This fear of negative c o n se q u e n c e s  a ro u ses  anxiety 
which contributes even  more strongly to the  avoidance tendency.
Men, on the other hand, get quite a  different m e ssa g e  and 
they  e x p e r ie n c e  n ega tive  c o n s e q u e n c e s  w hen  they  a re  n o t  
successfu l. That might lead one  to conclude that m ales do not 
have the sa m e  motivation for avoiding s u c c e s s  a s  fem ales, which 
might well be  true. Does tha t m ean, however, that m en do not 
en g ag e  in success-avo idance  behavior at all?
There a re  c lues suggesting that a  variety of motivations to 
avoid s u c c e s s  ex is t in addition to identity con g ru en ce . For 
instance, Berger (1977) d is c u s se s  so m e  o th e r  possib le  negative 
rea c t io n s  to s u c c e s s  a tta in m en t:  he  a t t r ib u te s  fee l in g s  of
em p tin ess  and  d e p re ss io n  to the  guilt of having ach ieved  more 
than o n e 's  paren ts; feeling that there  is nothing left for which to 
ach ieve  or strive; or missing the  "pursuit" a fte r  having achieved  
the goal. (The contest is more satisfying than  the conquest.)
1 Romberg and Shore (1985) tested two hypotheses o f fear of success: 
Tresemer's (1977) boundary maintenance theory and Stiver's (1976) sex-role 
prescription model. The measurement used was performance suppression 
because the researchers believe it is the "most reliable indicator o f success 
avoidance currently available" (p. 177).
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In o rd e r  to m ake  c a s e  for focusing on m en and their 
avo idance  of su c c e s s ,  an  operational definition of su c c e s s  is 
required. Clarification is difficult. As a  prelude  to approaching  
th e  problem, it is important to explore the  m e s sa g e s  males a re  
given about success .
M essages To Men: What Is S uccess?
W hat follows is a  brief review of popular and  academ ic  
literature. My intent w as  to discover what men are  likely to glean 
from both c a su a l  and  serious reading on the  sub ject of su c c e ss  
definition. Though som e  of the  material in this section is b a sed  
on research  studies, all of it is part of a  collection of readings 
helping define su c c e ss  for the average  reader  or for those  working 
in the  field. There a re  always exceptions to the rule, of course . 
For instance, the well-known column in the  N.Y. Times m agazine 
section  titled "About Men" receives 75 m anuscrip ts a  week from 
au thors  such  a s  Isaac Asimov, John  Kenneth Galbraith, A. Alvarez, 
a n d  William F. Buckley, Jr., and they are rarely about the  allegedly 
m ale o b sess io ns  of m oney and power. (Klein, e t  al., 1987)
N evertheless, for the m ost part, the  books still tend to fall 
into two major categories: the "rah-rah" type that en cou rages  men 
to pursue s u c c e s s  and "be all they can  be," and  the warning type 
tha t  cautions about the  physical and  emotional dangers  of having a  
s u c c e s s  orientation and  that urge "slowing down."
With new information coming out on s tre ss  alm ost daily, 
high ach ievem en t is brought into question with so m e  frequency, 
but a s  O sh erso n  (1986) sta tes, "...a boss...(m ay be)...the  image of 
th e  su c c e ss fu l ,  overly  driven m an  th a t  our so c ie ty  secre tly
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worships even a s  it cautions against" (p.196). However, that has  
not stopped  the num bers of su c c e ss  oriented publications. Indeed, 
while s u c c e s s  for women is still considered  a  new an d  exciting 
venture , s u c c e s s  for m en is an a s su m e d  value. T he question  
merely rises, "how high on the su c c e ss  ladder can they rise?"
Sigmund Freud and o thers in the field of psychology have 
written about th e  value of work a s  an e ssen tia l  part of hum an 
e x is te n c e .  T he  notion  in c lu d es  w o m e n ,  of c o u r s e ,  bu t  
acknow ledges that the value of their work is not always m easured  
in financial te rm s. According to Em erson (1985, p .65), "The 
difference betw een men and women is only that men a re  expected 
to work faithfully all their lives, without interruption or openly 
wishing otherwise. A job for a  man may be  a  life sen tence ."  And 
so, a s  Levinson (1978) implies, work b e c o m e s  e q u a te d  with 
masculinity. If it is an a ren a  for proving masculinity (Fasteau , 
1974), it logically follows that the  more successfu l one  is a t  a  
job, "the more masculine" one is considered.
O n c e  having "arrived" a t  a  level of high ach iev e m e n t ,  
relaxation and enjoym ent a re  not necessarily  the  reward. Fasteau  
(1974, p .1 16) s ta te s  that in addition to the  econom ic rew ards of a  
caree r , work provides an opportunity for successfu l competition. 
"The individual m an proves his worth in this race  not by a  single 
victory or ach ievem ent...bu t m om ent by m om ent, his va lue  rising 
and  falling depending  on the reception acco rd ed  his efforts by the 
m arket. The e m p h a s is  is not on  having risen, but on ris ing ." 
Promotion is also an  indicator of w here  the  focus in a  com pany is 
and  who and what a re  important (Peters  e t  al. 1986).
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This is supported in studies like Kanter's (1977) Men and 
W om en of the  Corporation in which sh e  found that su c c e ss  was 
essentia lly  m ean ing less  un less  it w as  a sso c ia ted  with movement. 
Mobility p ro v ides  the  incen tive  an d  " . . .m ovem en t along the 
hierarchy implies personal su c c e ss  or failure" (p. 133). Indeed, 
o ther  a lte rna tives  to s u c c e s s  don 't exist. T he m e ssa g e  is "be 
prom oted or perish" (p .131). J o b s  a re  evaluated  according to 
advancem en t p rospec ts  and  it is in large com panies , such a s  the 
one  s tud ied  by Kanter, that the  term "fast track" originated, a  
term that has  now becom e synonymous with "the road to success ."  
In fact, there  is even  a  new a re a  of concern  in the m anagem ent 
literature having to do with "plateauing". Slocum, et. al. (1987, 
p.31) rela te  that "unfortunately, most people  regard  promotion a s  
th e  only rew ard tha t really coun ts . In c reased  responsibilities, 
s ta tu s  symbols, pee r  approval and material rew ards that go hand- 
in-hand with promotions carry the m essag e , "I am  a  winner." When 
promotions stop, many m anagers  feel like failures.”
Fictional charac ters  such a s  Horatio Alger have historically 
fo cu sed  on continual im provem ent an d  p ro g re s s .  Jo n a th an  
Livingston Seagull’s  m essa g e  is that one  can always do better. In 
o ther words, the job is never done. S u c c e ss  is continual striving 
for a  higher goal. It se rv es  the  pu rpose  of reiteration of one 's  
adequacy  (Warner, e t  al, 1963).
Such definitions help explain the  phenom eno n  of the 
workaholics who, d e sp i te  obvious su c c e s s ,  keep  working toward 
higher goals. O nce  successful, more opportunities for even higher 
ach ievem en t b ecom e available and they remind the  ach ievers that
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though a  certain am ount of su c c e ss  may be  theirs, th e re  are still 
loftier heights a n d  un less th ey  reach th em  then th ey  are, in 
e s s e n c e ,  failures (Machlowitz, 1977). Motivation b oo ks  su ggest 
that "nothing s u c c e e d s  like s u c c e s s .” "Mere association with p as t  
p e rso n a l  su c c e s s  apparently  leads to m ore  p e rs is ten c e ,  higher 
motivation, or som ething that m akes  us do better” (Peters, et al., 
1982, p. 59).
Having m entioned workaholic behavior, it should  be noted 
that, contrary to popular belief, men a n d  women h a v e  similar 
p a t te rn s  (Machlowitiz,1978). In fact, Doeflerr a n d  Kammer 
(1986) found no relationship betw een g e n d e r  and workaholism. 
Men a n d  women show ed  similar proportions of workaholics. It is 
probably the c a s e  th a t  women who do not avoid su c c e s s  at earlier 
s ta g e s  ac t  much like men o n c e  they a re  in successful positions. 
H ow ever, that d o e s  not m e a n  that w om en  do not exp erience  
d ifferent emotional reactions while on th e  job, nor d o e s  the 
re se a rc h  tell us w he th er  they remain in the  positions a s  long a s  
their m a le  counterparts. In fact, Sekaran (1986, p. 264) sta tes
R e c e n t  s tud ies  h a v e  in d ica ted  th a t  th e r e  a re  significant 
d if fe ren c e s  in th e  job involvem ent o r  e g o  involvem ent of 
w om en  in their jo b s  a s  com pared  to m en, even though  there 
a re  no  significant differences for the two groups in th e  career 
s a l ie n c e  or pe rce ived  im portance of work in their lives.
Once again , men a r e  assoc ia ted  with having more a t  s take , both
socially and psychologically.
A content analysis I conducted  of popular success-orien ted  
m ag a z in es  shows a  traditional view of s u c c e s s .  The em p hasis  is
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on th e  self-mad© man; w om en a re  definitely in th e  minority. 
W h ere  there  is inherited w ealth , th e re  is o ften  d iscu ss ion  
surrounding s to ries  of "working hard desp ite  his father owning the 
com pany  "or "starting at the bottom like everyone else."
With direction from the ow ner of a  reason ab ly  large 
bo oksto re , the following publications w e re  c h o sen  for in-depth 
scrutiny: B u s i n e s s  W e e k ,  Special Bonus Issue  on T he Corporate 
Elite (October 2 3 , 1987); F o r b e s ,  Specia l Issue 1987; M o n e y ,  
Specia l Anniversary Issue, Fall 1987 and; S u c c e s s ,  November, 
1 987 .
Included in the Forbes issue is its annual list of the  "Forbes 
400; th e  richest peop le  in America" w here  descrip tions ap p ea r  of 
the  multi-millionaires and billionaires in th e  United S ta te s .  In 
fact, income and financial worth is a  them e  in all the publications 
and d irec t or indirect implications are  m a d e  that e q u a te  wealth 
and  su ccess .
The "rags to  riches" story is a  favorite, but w here fabulously 
"successful" or w ealthy  people  a re  undereducated , the re  se e m s  to 
be  a  certain am o u n t  of additional pride evident. W here  they are 
e d u c a te d ,  special em phasis  is placed on th e  well-known and elite 
c o l le g e s .
B u s i n e s s  W e e k  reports the schools m ost often a ttended  by 
Chief Executive Officers (CEO's) of major corporations.
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NUMBER OF
UNDERGRADUATE DEGREES GRADUATE DEGREES
Yal© 42 Harvard 109
Princeton 31 Columbia 27
Harvard 29 U. of Pa. 25
Northwestern 19 MIT 23
U. of Pa. 19 Stanford 23
Cornell 18
U. of Wisconsin 1 6
Stanford 16
U. of Michigan 1 6
MIT 14
For the country’s  most wealthy people, F o r b e s  listed many of 
the  s a m e  schoo ls  but in a  different order. However, Forbes 
fo cu sed  m ore on th e  num ber of peo p le  who did not excel 
academ ically , a t  one  point making reference  to the  Horatio Alger 
story. The m e ssa g e  is that though su c c e s s  is worthy in and of 
itself, to  h a v e  pulled  o n e se l f  up "by the  boot s t ra p s"  is 
pa r t icu la r ly  a d m ira b le .  T he  in form ation  p r e s e n te d  below 
illustra tes the  idea.
For 18 "fortune builders" (p. 80) the following s tudent 
profile is available.














The Forbes listing of CEO 's educational ach ievem ent is a s
fo l lo w s:
High School Dropout 
High School Graduate only 
Attended College 
College Graduate 
P o s tg ra d u a te
1 0 
3 2  








Forbes distinguishes betw een th o se  whose w ealth  resulted
from in h eri tan ce  (162) from th o se  w ho  built th e i r  fo rtunes 
without any significant inheritance (214). Of the 55 w om en on the  
"most wealthy" list, most had  inherited money. Of the CEO 's 
nam ed, there w ere  just a  handful of women.
Examples of the descriptions given the top CEO 's in the
country illustrate th e  focus, o n c e  again, on financial worth and  
th e  a g g re s s iv e ,  go-getting  a t t i tu d e  c o n s id e re d  n e c e s s a ry  to 
achieve success . N am es have been  excluded.
B o r n  5 / 2 7 / 3 2 ,  C i n c i n n a t i ,  O h i o ,  B A ,  X a v i e r  1 9 5 4 ,  M B A ,  
H a r v a r d  1 9 5 6 .  C a r e e r  p a t h  -  a d m i n i s t r a t i o n ;  t e n u r e -  1 6  
y e a r s ,  C E O  8  y e a r s .  C o m p e n s a t i o n :  1 9 8 6  s a l a r y  &  b o n u s ,  
$ 1 , 6 8 0 , 0 0 0 ;  o w n e r s h i p ,  1 , 0 0 0  s h a r e s .  D r e a m s  o f  
d o m i n a t i n g  g a m i n g  g a m e .  S i n c e  1 9 8 6 ,  h e ' s  b o u g h t  $ 1  
b i l l i o n  w o r t h  o f  c a s i n o s  i n  N e v a d a ,  A t l a n t i c  C i t y ,  l o a d i n g  
u p  d e b t .  T h w a r t i n g  D o n a l d  T r u m p ' s  t a k e o v e r  e a r l y  t h i s  
y e a r  c o s t  c o m p a n y  $ 8 4  m i l l i o n  i n  a  s t o c k  b u y b a c k .  A s s e t
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s a l e s  h a v e  l i g h t e n e d  l o a d ,  a n d  s t r o n g  o p e r a t i o n s  i n  k e y  
l o c a t i o n s  c o u l d  m a k e  h i s  d r e a m  a  r e a l i t y .
a n d
B o r n  2 / 2 8 / 3 7 ,  B l u e  M o u n t a i n ,  M i s s . ;  B B A  U .  o f  M i s s .  1 9 5 8 ;  
M B A ,  H a r v a r d  1 9 6 6 .  C a r e e r  p a t h  - a d m i n i s t r a t i o n  f i n a n c e ,  
m a r k e t i n g ;  t e n u r e  -  6  y e a r s ,  C E O  5  y e a r s .  C o m p e n s a t i o n :  
1 9 8 6  s a l a r y  &  b o n u s ,  $ 4 3 7 , 0 0 0 ;  o w n e r s h i p ,  2 5 , 0 0 0  
s h a r e s .  O u t s p o k e n ,  i n d e p e n d e n t ,  p l a y s  b y  o w n  r u l e s  i n  
r u n n i n g  "b i g g e s t  s m a l l - t o w n  b a n k . "  W i t h  $ 3  b i l l i o n  i n  
a s s e t s ,  i t ' s  l a s t  b i g  t a k e o v e r  t a r g e t  i n  t o w n ,  a n d  a  t e n d e r  
m o r s e l  i t  i s .  H e ' s  a l r e a d y  s p u r n e d  o n e  s u p e r - r e g i o n a l  
s u i t o r . . .
T h e  above  a re  illustrative of all the descrip tions . They 
depict m en who a re  hard-fighting, a sse r tiv e , powerful, rich and 
able  to dea l with c rises. The titles of the articles sport similar 
m e ssa g e s .  The following illustrate the point: "Absence m akes the 
Purse  Grow Smaller," "Hungry for Success ;  Not Eating Helps One To 
G et Ahead," "The G reat American Hard Sell," an d  "Thriving on 
Chaos; Action P lans  for M anagers to Exploit Uncertainty (The Best 
Leaders a re  S h am eless  Thievers...)."
Generally, th e se  publications support the  notion that 
su c ce ss  and  achievem ent reflect the "American way." O ne could do 
a  fascinating ana lysis  of the  advertisem ents  a lone, comparing the 
quality a n d  c o s t  of the  m erch an d ise  with a d s  in n o n -su c c e ss  
oriented m agazines . They provide ano th e r  subtle, or m aybe not-
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so -sub tle , m e s s a g e  that ability to c o n su m e  is an  indication of 
su c c e ss .
Power a nd Ambition 
S u ccess  implies power. Power, for the  purpose of this work, is 
defined a s  the ability to influence. It is hard to imagine s u c c e s s  
without power. It also may be  that wom en avoid su c c e s s  b e c a u se  
they avoid pow er (until recently  holding a  negative , unfeminine 
connotation.) Men, however, have  been  en co u rag ed  to feel m ore  
co m fo r tab le  with the  notion of be ing  pow erful, but th e  
responsibility  is on them  not to a b u s e  it. Levinson (1978) 
b e liev e s  that for m any m en, masculinity is synonym ous with 
pow er.
Ambition holds a  slightly different connotation. It might b e  
sa id  that ambition leads  to power or th a t  power is a  result of 
ambition. Blotnick (1987) focused  on ambition in studying m ore  
than six thousand  white and blue-collar m en. Over a  twenty-five 
year  period he  a lso  polled over ten thousand  people regarding their 
views. According to th o se  polled, the  ambitious person shou ld  
have th e s e  five characteris tics :
1. A desire  for more...money, fame, prestige, o r power. T he  
public, however, did not co n s id e r  a  d e s ire  for m o re  h a p p in e ss  
important to the  definition of ambition.
2. A belief that quantity, not quality, is important. "How 
much* is the  focus. Ambition turned out to be a  quantitatively 
oriented concept.
3. The motivation to be  in a  hurry. The m ore the rush, th e  
more the  ambition.
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4. O pen-endedness. The ambitious person strives an entire 
lifetime and  rem ains  goal-oriented.
5. Ruthlessness. "Out for yourself" describes the  ambitious
person.
S u c c e s s  differs so m e  from the  picture of ambition. 
However, "som eone  ...who s a y s  that h e  is happy is viewed a s  
successfu l only if he  has a lso  attained a  substantial quantity of 
one  (or pe rh ap s  all) of the  big four: m oney, fam e, prestige, or 
power. ’S u c c e ss '  is a  perfo rm ance-orien ted  word; people who 
in h er i t . . . th e ir  w ea lth , ren ow n , social s ta tu s ,  o r pow er a r e  
generally not viewed as  being successful, since they haven't done  
anything to ge t  w h ere  they are .. .  Interestingly, while quantity  
m atters every bit a s  much in the  minds of an aud ien ce  a sse ss in g  
's u c c e s s1 a s  it d o e s  in the c a s e  of 'ambition,' sp e ed  is no longer 
important." (p. 4) It can take a  long time to becom e successful a s  
long a s  p ro g ress  is continual and upw ard  m ovem ent apparen t. 
There is no question that the public s e e s  su c ce ss  in financial and  
p ro fessional accom plishm ent term s.
The Male/Female Perspective  
Unlike the  p ra ise  given successfu l women th a t  they a re  
exceptional or brilliant, most m en who su c c e e d  a re  viewed simply 
a s  adm irable. A certain  am oun t of s u c c e s s  is ex p ec te d  of them  
(Em erson, 1985). Levinson's (1978) fam o u s  developm ental study 
re v e a le d  tha t  th e  m ascu lin e /fem in in e  polarity  w a s  of g r e a t  
im portance to all the  men in th e  study. "As a  young man s ta r ts  
making his way in the  adult world, he w an ts  to live in accord with 
the im ages, motives and  values that a re  m ost  central to  his s e n s e
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of masculinity..." (p. 230). He further s ta te s  that on e  of the 
m eanings of masculinity involves ach ievem ent and ambition. With 
the increasing separa tion  of family and  occupation, a  m an 's  work 
has  beco m e  even m ore important a s  his basis  for contribution to 
and descrip tion  of his se lf-esteem . "The qualities reg a rd ed  a s  
m asculine involve s u c c e s s  in work, getting a h e a d ,  earning one 's  
fortune for the sake of self and family" (p. 231).
At th e  sa m e  time, the  negative  m e s s a g e s  ab o u t  high 
a ch iev e m e n t motivation b eg an  in th e  1970s w hen th e  m en 's  
m ovem ent so u g h t  to ex p an d  the  definition of m asculinity  to
include w h a t  w ere  co n s id e red  to be  traditional fem ale  traits; 
nu rtu ran ce , su p p o r t iv e n e ss ,  caring , sensitivity , and  em otional 
d isc losu re . It is in th e  popular literature th a t  the  w arnings
abound a b o u t  the road  to success-o rien ta tion . However, such 
implications a p p ea r  in the  academ ic  literature a s  well. Reporting
on an  investiga tion  d e s ig n e d  to d eve lop  a  m ascu lin e  role
inventory, Snell (1986, p. 443) refers to the concep t of "success  
p reo c cu p a tio n " . . ."d e f in e d  a s  a  p e rs i s te n t  p reo c cu p a t io n  with 
su c c e ss  a n d  c a ree r  developm ent to the  exclusion of interpersonal 
pursuits and  devotion.” He connects  it to m en 's tendency to inhibit 
affection an d  refers to s u c c e s s  preoccupation (a judgm ental term 
in its own right) a s  obsess ive ly  getting in the  way of personal 
growth a n d  involvement.
Goldberg (1979) warns tha t  the  se c re ts  to su c c e s s  are 
counter to the  "new m ale.” They include isolation a s  a  result of an
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a tt i tu d e  of b a s ic  d is t ru s t2 , the  n e ed  to control and  avoid 
vulnerability, m anipulative behavior in o rder to ach iev e  goa ls  
without the  interference of emotions and  the constan t repression  
of human needs . ("His life style becom es a  triumph over intimacy" 
{p. 58}). The rewards a re  for winning, not for caring.
Garfinkel's (1985, p. 110) writings support the above when he 
talks of the male m entors portrayed in the m edia  that with g reat 
consistency  give m e ssa g e s  about what it is to be  successful: 
-Winning - whether is is a  gun duel or a  top corporate 
position - is everything. Accomplishment is all.
-In order to win, a  man must be  ready to resort to 
violent or otherwise aggressive behavior.
-B ecause  the rise to the top can  be so brutal emotion­
ally a  man m ust hide his pain behind a  wall of silence 
and inexpressiveness.
-Maintaining that wall of silence requires an indepen­
dent stance.
-Living up to the  model of the Media Man, like living 
up to expectations of fathers, mentors, and  older broth­
ers , is practically impossible - which only reinforces a  
m an 's  inferiority in the shadow  of other men.
-The image of masculinity is ambiguous, out-of-focus,
2 Erikson (1959, p.249) says "mothers create a sense of trust in their 
children...which, in its quality, combines sensitive care of the baby's 
individual needs and a firm sense of personal trustworthiness within the 
trusted framework of their culture's life styles. This forms the basis in the 
child for a sense of identity..." In other words, it is not isolation, but 
attachment, that allows the successful negotiation of what Erikson refers to 
as the "first psycholgoical crisis."
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elusive, and evasive. The outer form is em phasized over 
the inner.
Aside from the obvious dangers  to the person living such a 
lifestyle, we a re  now in an e ra  w here  such behavior is heavily 
criticized. H ow ever, I co n ten d  that success -o r ien ta t ion  is still 
va lued  and the  burden h a s  been placed on the man to figure out a  
w ay  to be su ccess fu l  a n d  caring a n d  self-actualized all a t  the 
s a m e  time.
ArrivincLAt An O perational Definition Of S u c c ess  
An operational definition begins to em erge, but not without 
conflicting c o n c e rn s .  By pursuing  a lte rna tive  d esc r ip t io n s  of 
s u c c e s s ,  I h a v e  tried (and  no d o u b t  hoped) to deve lop  an 
unconventional concept. It appea rs ,  however, that the  traditional 
notions cannot b e  disregarded.
Blotnick, in his study of ambitious men (1987, p.4), showed 
little am bivalence. "S uccess .. . is  e a s ie r  to m ea su re  and  is more 
s ta b le  (than ambition); for, instead of looking at emotions, which 
vary from minute to minute, in (the c a s e  of success)  we exam ine a  
p e rs o n 's  ne t  worth, an n u a l  ea rn in gs , lifestyle, th e  num b er  of 
peop le  who know him, and  the positive or negative opinions of (the 
aud ience  we polled).”
S h a m e s '  (1986) book on the  g rad u a te s  of the Harvard 
B usiness  School describes the school's  "most successful c lass"  a s  
the  c lass of 1949. B usiness W eek claims that th e se  men have  not 
ju s t  achieved su c c e s s ,  they  have defined it. It m ay just be  that 
simple. At s o m e  point in time, the h e a d s  of corporations and  large 
concerns, who m ad e  enorm ous am ounts of money, b ecam e  what the
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American people  a sso c ia ted  with su c c e ss .  Thus, the post-war 
y e a rs  have  had  an e n o rm o u s  influence on our definition of 
achievem ent. It remains to be  seen  whether the "new male image" 
will c h an g e  that, but I feel strongly that the  definition of the  last 
40 y ea rs  will continue to have  a  g rea t deal of influence on the 
m e s sa g e s  men receive about what it is to be  successful.
After struggling to discover a  useful definition of su ccess ,  I 
have  concluded  that there  is. a  ste reo typ ica l description tha t  
ex ists , though personal re s p o n se s  offer so m e  variations on the 
them e. S u c c e s s  in A m erica  m ost g e nerally  re fe rs  to the  
a t ta in m e n t  of p e rs o n a l  a n d  p ro fe s s io n a l p re s t ig e  a n d  t h e  
acquisition of power, money, and fame with the promise of upward 
m ovem ent toward a  goal of acquiring more of the sam e.
It is possible  that so m e  men who avoid su ccess ,  a s  defined 
above, do so  b e c a u se  they have  redefined su c c e s s  in their own 
term s; they  have genuinely decided  that prestige , power, money, 
fame, and  upward mobility a re  not goals they wish to pursue. Thus, 
they may actually be  striving for su c ce ss  a s  they define it. In the 
c a se  of o ther men, avoidance of su c c e ss  may stem  from reactions 
to o ther  social- psychological variab les resulting from fear, low 
s e l f -e s te e m ,  lack of r isk-taking ability, fa ilu re  e x p e r ie n c e s ,  
and /o r  identity problem s.
Following is an exploration of m ixed-gender groups which 
throws into question the  argum ent that s u c c e s s  avoidance is 
exclusively, or even predominantly, a  "women's issue .”
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CHAPTER IV
CHILD ABUSE AND SUCCESS AVOIDANCE: 
EXPLORATION OF A MIXED GENDER POPULATION
S in ce  H o rn e r 's  (1968) p u b lic a tio n , there  h a s  been 
co n tro v ersy  about w hether su ccess  avo idance  is caused  by 
individual traits or external factors. As reported in Lentz (1982), 
even H orner acknow ledged that fear of success is a "stable 
disposition of personality learned early in life", but that situational 
factors do have an effect. As was previously m entioned, Horner 
suggests that women avoid success because o f  possible negative 
consequences resulting from high achievem ent, such as being seen 
as unfem inine or not fitting the ro le  ascribed to  women. This fear 
o f negative consequences arouses anxiety w hich contributes even 
more strongly to the tendency to avoid success.
W hen Lentz (1982) studied the effect o f  different arousing 
situations generating  fear o f success, she  found dim inished 
perform ance behavior in undergraduate co llege  w om en. Lentz 
concluded that perform ance behavior is a situational phenomenon 
d ep en d en t on ex p ec ta tio n s  and  rew ard s tru c tu re s : d ifferen t
in terpersonal in teractions and d ifferen t everyday situations affect 
the rela tionsh ip  of wom en's ro les to behavior. These findings 
agree with Hom er's expectancy-value theory o f  m otivation which, 
essen tia lly , supports the  notion th a t the expectation  o f  negative 
co n seq u en ces a ffec ts  perfo rm ance  and asp ira tio n  le v e ls . It
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occurred to me that the notions of negative consequences and role 
conflict could be generalized and m ight pertain to a num ber of 
groups, and abuse victims in particular.
Victims of Child Abuse and Success Avoidance 
If the behav io ristic  view  is co rrec t (tha t re in forcem ent 
d irects future action) and if  Cooley’s "looking glass self" concept 
(se lf evaluation is m irrored by the gestures of others) is true, then 
the abused person is not likely to believe that success-identity is 
w ith in  his or her character. The gestures o f abusive parents 
represent negative m essages to the child that s/he deserves to be 
hurt and is unworthy.
Oates, e t al. (1985) argues that the self-fulfilling prophecy 
takes hold when inferiority and inability to do well is confirmed. 
Even b righ t students w ho have been abused may engage in 
success sabotage to re lieve  the tension the identity /achievem ent 
conflict produces. A m ajor source of tension stems from conflicting 
self-im ages relating  to self-esteem .
W hen M cM ahan (1982) researched expectancy o f success on 
sex-linked  task s she, like Horner, conducted a gender related 
study . H ow ever, her findings w ere supported by attribu tion  
theo ry . She suggested  that persons who have low  success 
expectations go through the following process:
Failure is attributed to low ability or high task difficulty  and 
su c c e ss  e x p e c ta n c y  b ecom es ev en  lo w e r ...S u c c e s s  is 
unexpected  and is a ttribu ted  to h igh e ffo rt or luck  and 
expectancy rem ains low.
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In M cM ahan's w ords "...low  expec tancies tend to  be self- 
m ain tain ing  by way of m ediating causal a ttribu tions" (p .951). 
Failure is seen as inevitable and success as a fluke.
Oates, et al. (1985) speculate that parents of abused children 
often have high and unrealistic  expectations o f th e ir children 
resu lting  in excess pressure. Som etim es the pressure of those 
expectations and resu lting  negative consequences leads to self- 
sabotaging behavior ju st to release the tension. They describe 
abused children as often "waiting for the other shoe to drop". If
the pressure of w aiting for the bad outcom e is too great, the
grow n-up abused child  may purposely engage in se lf-defeating  
behavior ju s t to bring about the negative consequence quickly. 
Since these children learn that "bad" is likely to fo llow  "good", 
praise or com plim ents might also produce success sabotage.
O ates, et al. find sim ilar behaviors showing up in the adult 
lives o f abuse victim s in such situations as not com pleting courses, 
dropping in and out o f college or classes or not following through
on activities. If there is a strong enough feeling of inferiority and
inability  to do w ell, even repeated success does no t erase the 
belief. W here there are achievements, abuse victims are not likely 
to take credit for them .
Since the fam ily  rem ains the perceived source o f primary 
reinforcem ent, and fam ily mem bers have the ability to support or 
block expectations and behaviors (Sebastion, 1983), then messages 
from parents are o f utmost importance. Crandall, et al. (1960 c.f. 
B ardw ick , 1971) argues that d irec t social re in fo rcem en t from  
significant adults is necessary for in tegrating achievem ent values
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in developing children. On the other hand, they poin t out that if 
parents insist on prem ature m astery, the child w ill feel frustrated 
and tend to avoid tasks that require m astery. They believe that 
parents who aggress against their ch ild ren , even to m axim ize 
a c h ie v e m e n t, p ro d u ce  the  o p p o s ite  e ffec t b ecau se  h ig h  
achievem ent com es from  affectionate regard.
Self-esteem  and Abuse Victim s
If self-esteem  is connected to behaving in accord w ith a 
salient identity and the identity is defined by the part of society 
that includes the family, then "conforming behavior is also esteem - 
producing behavior" (Stryker, 1980, p.64). It is generally agreed 
tha t a se lf-dep recating , low  se lf-esteem  im age is unpleasant. 
However, self-im ages are built over a lifetim e and their fam iliarity 
makes them difficult to give up. People are understandably loyal 
to and possessive of their identities. Therefore, the abused child  
(given m essages in a variety  of ways that s/he is  unworthy o f  
respectable treatm ent) m ay harbor a negative self-im age. S ince 
abusing parents do not separate the assessm ent o f their children 
as people from  the behavior they m anifest, they essentially tell the 
children  they are not "all right". T his has a good chance o f 
resu ltin g  in low  se lf-esteem  (L eehan, 1985). Success m ay 
challenge that negative self-im age, but rather than deal w ith a 
new  and unfam iliar descrip tion o f self, the children may tend to 
avoid success all together. This notion runs contrary to the belief 
that all people have esteem  needs and seek to be acknowledged as 
significant and worthy (Sam uels, 1984). However, it may be that 
the need for congruent identity  takes precedence over the need for
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a positive self-image. The safety and stability found in familiarity 
(M aslow, 1970) may be a higher priority than an identity change, 
even though the change be in a positive direction. O rder and 
harm ony, im portan t safety  needs (Sam uels, 1984), m ay take 
p rec ed e n c e .
Tolm an (1959, c.f. Tresem er, 1977) states that "disconfirmed 
expectancies are found to be generally  unpleasant." In other 
words, unexpected success can be experienced as unpleasantly as 
unexpected  fa ilu re . The new condition  is inconsis ten t and, 
consequently, threatening. Silverm an (1964, c.f. Tresem er, 1977) 
found that if  subjects were certain o f their low self-assessm ent, 
success was rejected  or m inim ized so as not to threaten  their 
known identity . It is the notion o f the self-fu lfilling prophecy 
(S tryker, 1980).
M aslow  (1970) o ffers a poss ib le  soc ia l p sycho log ica l 
explanation: "...parental outbursts of rage or threats of punishment
directed to the child, calling him names, speaking to him  harshly, 
handling him roughly , or actual physical punishm ent som etim es 
elicit such total panic and terror that we m ust assume more is 
in v o lv ed  than  the  p h y sica l pain  alone" (p .40). F u rther, 
"...(an)...adult may be said to behave as if  he were actually afraid of 
a spanking, or o f his m other's disapproval, or o f being abandoned 
by his parents, or of having his food taken away from him. It is as 
if his childish attitudes of fear and threat reaction to a dangerous 
world had gone underground, and untouched by the grow ing up 
and learning processes, were now ready to be called out by any 
s tim u lu s  th a t w ou ld  m ake a c h ild  fee l en d an g e red  and
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threatened..." (p.42). Change is a threat. Threats affect se lf­
esteem. M ost importantly, change is a threat to safety needs.
Thus, the decision to maintain the status quo may, in fact, 
prevent the lowering of self-esteem. According to Bardwick (1971, 
p. 155), "role conflict, or the frustration of aspects of the self, does 
no t exist un less diverse and conflicting  m otives have evolved." 
One can im agine, then, the strength of the tem ptation to avoid 
conflictual perceptions.
A num ber of studies have associated low self-esteem  with 
both abused persons and underachievers. Blackburn and Erickson 
(1986) cite  studies w here underachievers are found to d iffer 
w idely from achievers in the developm ent of traits such as self- 
confidence and persistence in accomplishment o f goals (Gallagher, 
1975; Pirozzo, 1981; Terman & Oden, 1947).
Taylor (1964, c.f. Bardwick, 1971) found that underachievers 
do not have an internalized standard of excellence. They viewed 
achievem ents and the self in terms o f others' reactions. The abuse 
v ic tim , w hose self-esteem  is a lready  likely  to be low , may 
attribute success to outside forces in order to preserve a fam iliar 
(albeit negative) low self-esteem  level so that an incongruent self- 
im age is not introduced.
In their study of 50 pre-school, abused children, M artin and 
B eezley (1980) found over half the children show ing low  self­
esteem  scores. Of the other 24 children, some of whom did show 
self-value, it  could not be determ ined w hether their self-esteem  
was genuinely high or w hether they adopted defensive behavior to 
w ard off feelings of poor self-esteem. Martin and Beezley (1977)
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c.f. O ates, et al. 1985) also found 62% o f a group o f  50 young, 
abused children had low self-esteem . T he study concluded that 
even at that age, there seemed to be fear o f failure. I contend that 
fear of failure might translate to fear of success later in life.
O ates et al. (1985) studied a group o f  37 abused children 
ranging in age from 4.6 years to  14.4 years. They matched each 
child with a non-abused child o f the same age. The study showed 
that com pared with non-abused children of sim ilar social class, the 
abused children had fewer friends, low er am bitions and lower 
self-esteem. Kinard (1980 as c.f. Oates et al. 1985) concluded that 
abused child ren  are generally depressed, unhappy and  have a 
reduced se lf  concept.
O ates, et al. (1985) presented findings by Lynch and Roberts 
(p . 159) w here  39  a b u se d  c h ild re n  w ere in te rv ie w e d
approxim ately 4 years after the presenting abusive incident. They 
reported tha t the ch ildren  did not feel they  would be able to 
achieve a t jobs in higher socioeconomic groups. "It is  likely that 
the high and unrealistic  expectations that abusive parents hold for 
their ch ild ren , and which th e ir children cannot m eet, play an 
im portant part in low ering the child 's self-esteem . It is therefore 
ironic tha t these high expectations become counterproductive with 
the children  becoming failure-oriented and lacking in am bition and 
feelings o f self worth" (p. 162).
As w as pointed out in a previous chapter, it is d ifficu lt to be 
certain, w ithout c lo se  scrutiny, that the stud ies being compared 
have, in fac t, looked a t the same variables in the same w ay. There
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is, however, enough o f a relationship, from my point-of-view , to 
declare the research useful.
A Suggested Model
Long term  c lin ica l observation  o f these  inconsistencies 
prom pted a look at the possib ility  that success-avoidance exists 
am ong abuse victim s. In w orking with professional wom en, I 
heard expressions of fear that success would not be consistent with 
their images of the preferred fem ale. I also noticed that, although 
articu la ted  d ifferen tly , abused teenagers w ere telling a sim ilar 
story: their failu re  identities w ere challenged when they were 
perceived as successful, and th e ir fear o f not knowing how to 
change in order to integrate a new  self-im age caused them  to 
sabotage changes for success. W hether the perceived necessity to 
change their im age is negative or positive  is not particu larly  
relevant. It is change, and perhaps the fear o f the unknown that 
change prom ises, that is the im portant dynam ic (D oyle, 1983, 
p .173).
As diverse as the study o f women and child-abuse victim s 
appears, it is possib le  that there are sim ilar social psychological 
variables operating in areas of success avoidance. Specifically, the 
sim ilarity  may be m ost striking in  the need for external support 
for achievem ent that women, m ore than men, have been found to 
m an ifest (B ardw ick , 1971). T he sim ilarity  is ev ident in  the 
follow ing quote.
(C ran d a ll, e t a l.)  place th e  prim ary em phasis fo r  the 
developm ent o f strong achievem ent needs on the rew ards, 
dem ands and punishm ents m eted  out by parents, teachers,
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and other adults. They argue that if the child is going to value 
achievem ent activities as a potential source of satisfaction and 
security , direct social reinforcem ent is necessary. In their 
view , only later, and only for some children, will approval 
from  o thers becom e u n n ecessa ry  as a goal to  good 
perform ance and will good feelings of pride and self-approval 
be sufficien t to m aintain or increase achievem ent behaviors 
(Bardwick, 1971, p.169 from Crandall, et al., 1960).
S ince fem ales have show n higher success avoidance in 
numbers of other studies, it is assumed they will continue to do so 
in all groups. M cM ahan (1982) indicated in his suggestions for 
fu rth er study, how ever, that a ttribu tional pa tterns o ther than 
gender, such as self-esteem , should be explored. There is strong 
evidence that child abuse leads to low self-esteem  (Oates, et al, 
1985 and Bardwick, 1971) and it has been suggested that low self­
esteem  may lead to avoidance. Therefore, one may postulate that 
i f  ch ild  ab u se  is re la te d  to  low  self-esteem  
a n d  low  se lf-esteem  is re la te d  to  success 
av o id an ce  th en  ch ild  abuse  is re la te d  to  
su c c e ss  a v o id a n c e .
Investigation of the issue is complicated by the fact that we 
are dealing with w hat K ortarba (1980, p.57 c.f. Lofland, 1984, 
p. 14) calls an "amorphous social experience" described as
...(a) facet of everyday life that (is) unique to individuals and 
n o t ( to )  sp ec ific  k inds o f s e ttin g s ...( th o se  e x is te n tia l 
experiences of self, rich in their social forms...
G ender socialization and the effect o f a support netw ork are 
im portant in this area o f study and two separate m odels emerge. 
They are not m utually exclusive m odels, but com plim entary, in 
that both forms of socialization are present.
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MODEL 1
MALE -> SUCCESS ACHIEVEMENT
SOCIALIZATION
MODEL 2
FEM ALE ► SUCCESS AVOIDANCE
















F ig u re  4.2 Possible Success Paths  f o r  Abused 
P o p u l a t i o n s
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Model 1 reflects the common belief that male socialization 
leads to success achievement and that female socialization leads to 
success avoidance.
M odel 2 proposes that parental abuse leads to low self­
esteem  which results in success avoidance, which results in even 
low er self-esteem  and the likelihood of continuation of the abuse. 
H ow ever, w ith the in tervention of the positive influence of a 
sign ifican t o ther, the v ictim 's self-esteem  m ay be h igher,thus, 
resulting in success achievem ent which leads to higher self-esteem  
and continued support of significant others.
The existence or non-existence o f sign ifican t o thers that 
suppo rt and in fluence  people may balance out the negative 
m essages given by abusers. Because there are so many influential 
people in a child's life, no two abused children can be considered to 
share an exact experience. The netw orking literature holds the 
m ost prom ise for discovering resources to assess the presence of 
"positive  in fluen tia l sign ifican t others" in the abused person's 
ch ildhood .
The suggestion that there is a re la tionsh ip  betw een self­
esteem  level and success avoidance or achievem ent is not a new 
concept, but it has not been considered as m ajor a variable in 
studying  success avoidance. Fem ale socialization  appeared  so 
connected to the topic that it became the prim ary explanation for 
the behavior. On the other hand, the reasons associated with 
avoiding success are not necessarily gender specific. A look at 
m ale/fem ale populations adds new inform ation and depth to the 
issue .
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A Study of Child Abuse and Success Avoidance
In 1987 (King) I conducted a study designed to d iscover 
w hether a re la tionsh ip  existed  betw een childhood abuse and 
success avoidance. More specifically, the study looked at childhood 
abuse as it  re la ted  to  self-esteem  and gender, and success 
avoidance. Its aim was to broaden know ledge of the success 
avoidance issue  that was presum ed to a ffec t many d iffe ren t 
groups, but whose study, to date, had focused prim arily on women.
The study was designed to provide:
-inform ation regarding gender-related variables that would either 
reaffirm  what was already known or suggest new relationships, 
-exam ination o f yet another possible result of childhood abuse, 
-in form ation  about success avo idance determ inants, other than 
those that w ere gender-related.
-progress in the  developm ent of m easures reflecting  indiv idual 
definitions of success.
-evaluation of the "w idespread assum ption that everyone...know s 
what (success) is, and that it is everyone's goal." (Tresemer, 1977, 
p . 178)
-increased know ledge of avoidance and m otivation phenom ena, 
-aw areness o f the sim ila rities in the  descrip tive  q u a litie s  of 





132 students from two Introduction to Sociology classes at 
the U niversity  o f  New H am pshire w ere asked to com plete a 
questionnaire (A ppendix A). 131 responded. 79.4%  (104) were 
under the age of 20. Only 1.5% (2) respondents w ere over 28 
years old. 63.4% (84) were fem ale and 35.1% (47) were male. 
83.2% (109) students were freshm en or sophom ores, 13% (17) 
ju n io rs  and the rem a in in g  few  e ith e r  u p p erc lassm en  o r 
u n d e c la re d .
D espite warnings (Smith, 1981, p.268-269) that using college 
students does no t lead eas ily  to g en era liza tio n , there w ere 
advantages to surveying this population. In general, the age-group 
is young enough to  remember abusive incidents and old enough to 
be at least som ew hat em ancipated from their fam ilies. T heir 
enrollm ent in co llege  im plies ability  and some tendency toward 
success. If rela tionsh ips betw een abuse and success avoidance 
were found in th is sample, then it would make even a stronger 
argum ent for a relationship in the wider population.
The Survey  Instrum ent
T he  questionnaire  (A ppendix) consisted  o f 57 questions 
m easuring dem ographics, self-esteem , attitudes toward success or 
failure, and ch ildhood  experience w ith physical force at home 
(m easured by a m odified Conflict Tactics Scale (Straus, 1980]). It 
was adm inistered to  the above sample in one class period.
I introduced and adm inistered the questionnaire so that the 
students could be certain that it was absolutely voluntary and that
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com pletion had no connection with class perform ance. To insure 
c o n fid en tia lity , no id en tify ing  in fo rm ation  appeared  on the 
instrum ent and each questionnaire was covered with a blank sheet 
to prevent others from  seeing answers when it was turned back. 
The in trod uc tion  in c lu d ed  a b r ie f  descrip tio n  o f the study 
explaining that "it was measuring life events and their relationship 
to attitudes about success." A fter completion o f the questionnaire, 
follow -up questions w ere entertained.
As m entioned  e a rlie r , th e  m ajo r lim ita tio n  o f the 
questionnaire is that the definitions o f success are as numerous as 
the individuals defining success. The sophisticated techniques 
requ ired  to  arrive a t a sing le , accepted  d efin itio n  rem ain  
undeveloped. A goal o f this instrum ent was to make progress 
toward an understanding of the process necessary to arrive at a 
definition o f success that is individually defined by the respondent 
so that success avoidance does not reflect m erely societal or the 
researcher's  definition. In part, the questions were chosen in 
keeping w ith the suggestions of Tec (1979) that there are a variety 
o f forces contributing to making the notion of success a paradox: 
the fear o f failure, the wish to succeed and the fear of success. 
O perational Definitions
A b u s e , the use o f  physical force by parents o f respondents 
toward the  respondents, was m easured by a m odified C onflict 
Tactics Scale  based on the complete Conflict Tactics Scale (Straus, 
1980). T he study w as, thus, lim ited  to physical abuse. The 
absence o f  in form ation  regarding psycho log ical and em otional
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abuse was seen as a lim itation, but the lack o f adequate measures 
and tim e constraints prevented their inclusion.
The modified version of the Conflict Tactics Scale asked how 
often physical blows such as hitting really hard, kicking, punching, 
s ta b b in g , th ro w in g  som eone dow n, e tc . happened  to the 
respondents or w ere witnessed happening to others in their family 
when they were around 12 or 13 years of age. The rationale for 
the 12 to 13 year period was based on the belief that it is within 
easy recall, but before adolescence when physical abuse often 
decreases (S traus, 1980). For purposes of the study, only the 
m easurem ent o f e ither m other or father or both adm inistering
physical force to the respondent was used.
S u c c e s s ,  as much as possib le, assum ed the indiv idual 
respondent’s personal definition. The variety o f questions making 
up the index focused on: success levels with w hich people were 
satisfied , perceived likelihood o f future achievem ent, achievem ent 
m otivation, com petition and personal style in responding to self­
described successful situations.
There were a few open-ended questions such as "what job(s) 
do you consider reflections of success?" fo llow ed later in the
questionnaire  by "what jo b (s)  would you like to  hold in the
fu tu re?” that were analyzed qualitatively.
S e lf -e s te e m  m easurem ents focused on feelings of personal 
w o rth in ess  and p o s itiv e  se lf-im ag e  and w ere  m easured  by 
questions dealing w ith self-concept and attitude toward self. For 
exam ple, there was a section on the person's perception o f his or
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her equality with others, the extent o f positiveness felt about self, 
and perceptions o f intelligence level and ability to succeed.
S uccess M otivation  was view ed as "the m otive to be 
com peten t in a situation  in  w hich there are  standards of 
excellence" (A tkinson, 1964; M cCleeland, 1958, as referenced in 
B ardw ick , 1971). It is assum ed th a t success m otivation is 
connected  with the  need to  affiliate and that "the m otive to 
achieve may depend on the expectation of praise, love or rejection 
from others..." (Bardwick, 1971, p. 169). For the purposes of this 
study the standards were individually defined. For exam ple, the 
study  looked  a t the co n g ru en ce  betw een  o ccu p a tio n s  the 
respondent listed as successful and the occupations s/he plans to 
p u rsu e .
Success avoidance was defined as the tendency to knowingly 
avoid an opportunity to succeed. Examples of the questions asked 
are do you "not run  for office of an organization when you have a 
good chance of winning?" or are you likely to "not apply for a 
position that you have a good chance of obtaining?" Also included 
in this index w ere questions pertaining to letting others know of 
successes such as are you likely  to "keep an achievem ent a secret 
from fam ily and friends?"3
3 Fear of failure still remains a possibility in this instance. If indeed, one 
loses an election when s/he shouid have been an easy winner it is 
especially devastating; or if friends or family are not happy about an 
achievement, there is a risk of rejection. Separating failure avoidance from 
success avoidance remains a constant challenge.
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F indings
34% (45) of the total num ber of respondents (131) reported 
some physical force used toward them by one or both parents: 44% 
(21) of the 48 males and 29% (24) of the 83 women. N = 131.
T able 4.1 shows the frequency of occurrence o f physical
force.
Table 4.1. % of frequency of physical force among those reporting
receiving such from one or both parents around 12 or 
13 years of age.
Number of times parents hit the respondent
ONCE 2 OR 3 ONCE A MONTH MORE THAN
TIMES OR LESS ONCE A MONTH
MALES 50% 50%
FEMALES 61% 17% 13% 9%
In o rder to glean some sense of the am ount o f success 
avoidance present among the abused and non-abused groups, a 
success avoidance index was created  from  the eight questions 
shown in Table 4.2. For each question the respondent was asked 
to indicate an "unlikely, sometimes likely or very likely" response.
Table 4.2 shows the answers by groups in the categories by 
force and no force; and males and females experiencing force and 
no force.
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As displayed in table 4.3, a 2X2 analysis of variance produced 
significant m ain effects for both variables of sex and child abuse. 
Both men and wom en scored higher on  the success avoidance
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index if they were abused as children, and men scored higher 
than women on average across all categories.





No Force X = 4.56 X=3.31 X=3.70
(N=27) (N=59) (N=86)
Force X = 5.19 X = 4.54 X=4.84
(N=21) (N=24) (N=45)
F(Gender)s*5.973 p=.016 F(force)=5.430 p=.021 F(Gender by force) = .484 p = .488
It is at this point that we turn to the relationships between 
physical fo rce  and success, achievem ent, and related responses. It 
is essen tia l to  keep in mind that these students had already 
achieved in that they were enrolled in college. It was assum ed 
that they had at least the m otivation level and self-esteem  that 
allowed them  to pursue an education beyond high school. The 
question , "how  m uch education would you even tually  like to 
com plete?" was asked.
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Table 4.4. Levels of education respondents would eventually like 
to com plete
USE OF EDUCATIONAL. ASPIRATION













Table 4.4 shows that of the males w hose parents did not use
physical force against them , nearly  h a lf  wanted to pursue a 
bachelors' degree and slightly over half a masters' or doctorate. 
For the group whose parents did use physical force toward them, 
alm ost three-quarters of them intended, at the time, to  stop at the 
bachelors' level. One-fifth wanted to pursue a masters'. One-tenth 
of the group had aspirations toward a doctorate.
Fem ales whose parents did not use blows (a t least against 
them) show a third wanting a bachelors', over half a masters' and 
alm ost one-tenth a doctorate. In the group receiv ing  physical 
blow s, m ore than a third w anted a bachelors ' and the sam e 
num ber a m asters ', w ith nearly  o ne-fifth  look ing  toward a 
d o c to ra te .
The m ore general question, "how certain  are you that you 
can be whatever you want to be?" was asked in order to provide a 
d ifferent approach to achievem ent confidence.
5 0










MALE NO(N=27) 22% 8% 30%
YES(N=21) 10% 15% 45% 30%
FEMALES NO(N=59) 2% 7% 51% 40%
YES(N=24) 9% 52% 39%
A lthough fem ales look fairly  confiden t in th is area, an
analy tical com parison  of answ ers to two open-ended questions 
p rovided  ano ther form  of insigh t in to  the gender d ifferences
p erta in in g  to ach ievem ent asp ira tions . The questions w ere 
deliberately spaced five questions apart in the questionnaire:
"What job(s) do you consider reflections of success?"
"What job(s) would you like to hold in the future?"
H ere, again, research  in this area presents the continual
dilem m a of understanding how people define success. In this
study, 44 of the 131 respondents listed "doctor" in answer to the 
first question and 38 listed "lawyer". 36 of those listed "doctor and 
law yer" together. There w ere 12 who added "engineer", 19 
named "business owner and/or president of a company." Another 
15 m erely said "professional jobs."
O f m ore in te res t to me was the am ount o f  congruence
between the answers to the two questions. Did people want to or
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feel capable o f holding the jobs they themselves listed as measures 
of success? 76 respondents answered the questions in a manner 
that allowed analysis. For instance, it was necessary to exclude 
responses like "doctor" for the first question followed by "medical 
professional" fo r the second.
The responses to the open-ended questions reflected  the 
m ost profound gender differences. Using the N of 76, 73% of the
m ales showed congruent answers w here they intended to  become 
w hat they defined as successful professionals. Only 36% of the
w om en had answ ers tha t co incided . Some exam ples of the 
answ ers fem ales gave appear below.








WHAT JOB(S) WOULD YOU LIKE TO 
HOLD IN THE FUTURE?
Health care administrator 
N urse
Nurse practitioner, wife, mother 
Occupational /Music Therapist 
Occupational Therapist 
Counseling Social Worker
It should be noted that many of the incongruent answers for men 
had a different quality to them. F o r instance, a man m ight list 
"Doctor" as a jo b  reflecting success, but identify "Engineer" as the 
job  he might like  to hold. More often, women showed an interest 
in a similar field , but identified their chosen occupations as one of 
low er status. For exam ple, number 2 above lists as a successful 
occupation  "D octor" and  the responden t iden tified  her chosen 
occupation as "Nurse." In other words, she indicated an interest in 
the field  of m edicine, named the position she view ed as most
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successful and planned to pursue an occupation rela ted , but not 
identical, to that description.
In th is  response , the percen tage of m ale and fem ale 
respondents that were abused fell below the percentage of the
total group. The total percentage of abused males is 44%; in this
sub-sample the percentage is 38%. In the larger group, 29% of the 
women were abused as opposed to 17% in the sub sample. 
D iscussion
The gender d iffe ren ces  in rep o rts  o f p h y sica l abuse 
experienced  by the resp o n d en ts  w ere som ew hat pe rp lex ing .
Though a higher percen tage o f m ales w ere the rec ip ien ts of 
physical fo rce , only fem ales w ithin the abuse group indicated 
frequency o f once a month or more. This is not com patible with 
the notion that boys are more likely to be vulnerable (Straus, et 
al., 1980). Explanation may lie in the fact that these are self 
reports by victim s after the fact. It is possible that because our 
society holds the value that "hitting girls is not okay," females may 
be more sensitive to  being struck and m ay, therefore, tend to 
rem em ber the incident for a longer time period and/or because it 
had d ram atic  overtones. On the o ther hand, the  opposite 
argum ent can also be m ade; if  society considers physical force 
tow ard g ir ls  unaccep tab le , w om en m ay tend to rep ress the 
ex p erien ce .
A lthough I support the use o f the 12-13 year tim e period, 
there is a problem  w ith it. In the even t respondents cannot 
rem em ber exactly  w hat happened during the ir 12-13th year, they 
w ill rely  on m em ory of a pa rticu la r e ra  in their grow ing-up
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process. It is my speculation that perhaps that particular year is 
attached to tw o separate developm ental stages. For some, it may 
be associated with elem entary school and for o thers, junior high 
school. Consequently, reporting of physical force may be affected 
by selective recollection.
The success avoidance response does not support the notion 
that women avoid success more often than men. If  I had m ore 
faith  in the index, I would find these results very exciting and in 
support of my gender neutral theory . However, the index is 
p ro b lem atic  and much m ore resea rch  is req u ired  to a llow  
generalization o f the findings. In addition to there being too few 
questions, there  are other difficulties. For instance,the questions 
re la ted  to academ ics may reflect poor study habits and judgem ent 
ra th e r  than success avoidance. T he question about avoid ing  
p u b lic ity  m ay sim ply be related to  shyness. A much m ore 
inclusive and specific index is required.
N evertheless, the fac t that m en exhib ited  more success 
avoidance than women is worth noting. It also appears that abuse 
is a risk factor for success avoidance.
There w as an inherent lim itation in the a ttem pt to determ ine 
the educational aspirations of the respondents. T hey were asked 
"how much education would you eventually like to complete?" The 
question  addressed post graduate goals but was asked of students 
w ho, for the m ost part, are in their early college careers. I t is 
likely  that the answers m ight have been different had most o f the 
responden ts been  jun io rs and sen io rs. N evertheless, fan tasies
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about the fu ture are ind icative o f present m ind-set and the 
responses are useful when viewed in that light.
The results show some indication that abused children tend 
to have low er academ ic ach ievem ent goals th an  non-abused  
children. M em bers o f the abused group more often  intended to 
stop with a BA, particularly in the case o f males.
The fac t that abused fem ales w ere c loser to non-abused 
fem ales than to abused m ales in th e ir  asp ira tions for h igher 
education may be a sign o f the tim es and/or a reflection o f the 
historical trends of m inority  group thinking: the notion that in
onder to m aintain equality with more advantaged groups, m inority  
people (in th is case, w om en) m ust excel beyond the norm al 
ex p ec ta tio n .
W hen asked the question, "how certain  are you that you can 
be w hatever you want to be?" the abused m ales showed m ore 
optim ism  than the non-abused m ales. Females o f  both groups 
shared close to the same level of optim ism ; and both female groups 
show ed m ore optim ism  than non-abused  m ales. H ow ever, if  
fem ales and abused m ales set the ir occupational goals by a 
d ifferent standard and, as a result, have lower caree r aspirations 
to  begin w ith, then their faith in being able to achieve those goals 
m akes their responses less meaningful.
The responses to  the qualitative questions "w hat job(s) do 
you consider reflections o f success?” and "what jo b (s)  would you 
like to hold in the fu ture?” hinted tha t there was some m erit in 
being concerned about fem ale achievem ent confidence. A lm ost 
three-quarters o f the m ales had congruen t answ ers, while on ly
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just over a third o f the females matched their plans for the future 
with their own descriptions of successful occupations. W ithout 
definitively stating that women have more difficulty in imagining 
them selves achieving a self-defined  success level, the results 
prom pted interest in pursuing future research in this area. These 
students were a full generation younger than the group studied by 
Horner, yet there are indications that changes in gender reaction 
have not been quite so dramatic as current thinking assumes.
In asking the question about occupational success, the survey 
held the assum ption that both m ale and fem ale respondents would 
personalize their answ ers. H ow ever, it is entirely  possible that 
fem ale responses w ere connected , not only  w ith th e ir  own 
occupational success, but also w ith occupational success for males. 
Consequently, a logical fem ale response could be to answer the 
first question in a general way reflecting societal views o f high 
status p o sitio n s , w hile  answ ering  the second re flec ting  their 
perceptions of achievable career goals for women.
Only one woman articulated motherhood as an occupation. It 
is possible that many more included it in their career goals and are 
planning the ir w ork life  to accom m odate that eventuality . It 
would help  explain the differential responses.
A second look  at T able  4.4 reveals  ano ther po ten tia l 
contradiction. The jobs that women were apt to list as achievable 
do not necessarily require graduate level degrees, yet 64% of the 
non-abused and 57%  of the abused fem ales intended to pursue 
either a m asters o r doctoral program . One explanation is that 
educa tional asp ira tio n s are no t necessarily  connected  to jo b
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perform ance for women. In fact, an increasing number of women 
find it more compatible to go to school while raising a fam ily than 
to comm it to a job  outside of the home. If research in this area 
were to be pursued, it would be essential to explore the two or 
m ore-tiered career path, ie. jobs women have in mind pre-, during 
and post-childraising. It is quite possible that more than one plan 
is in place.
In the quest for understanding peoples' view s of success, it 
should be noted that num bers of people responding with "doctor 
and lawyer" as reflections of successful professions ind icates a 
continuation of a view generally accepted in our society for at least 
the last two generations (Sham es, 1986, p. 136). Based on this 
survey, there is little reason to th ink  the cu rren t generation  is 
likely to change the stereotype.
However, like so m any discussions of success, this study and 
the questionnaire  on w hich it was based, im ply  a sta tic, rather 
than dynam ic, definition o f a successful occupation. In reality, 
particu larly  in Am erica, successful career pa th s require upward 
m ovem ent (Kanter, 1977). This implication is not pointed out by 
way of apology, because sim plicity was a necessary requirem ent 
for the study. It is mentioned, rather, as a rem inder that a more 
in -dep th  investigation  should  focus some on success m obility  
because it is, no doubt, part of the thinking process of respondents.
A nother im portant consideration for fu ture  research in the 
a rea  o f  ach ievem en t a sp ira tio n  is  the ag e  group stud ied . 
D evelopm ental stages may have an im portant e ffec t on responses. 
As an exam ple, Levinson (1978, p .71 ) d iscusses what he  calls
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"Early A dult T ransition" .... "where a young man is...on  the 
boundary betw een pre-adulthood and early  adulthood. He is 
creating a basis for adult life without being fully  within it." He 
fu rther characterizes the tim e period as including  the task of 
questioning  one's place in the world so one can em erge into 
adulthood. The person is also engaging in exploratory behavior by 
way of testing out various options.
Since the m ajor activity of the first task is to separate from 
one’s nuclear fam ily, it is possible that an abused person m ight try 
on a positive self-im age that negates negative parental m essages. 
H ow ever, the am bivalen t nature  o f  th is separa tion  m ay be 
illustra ted  in the choice to still view oneself as constrained by 
and/or tied to an adolescent preconception of one's life course. 
Discontinuity is not unusual according to Levinson (1978, p.78).
W hatever the degree of d iscontinuity  in a young m an's life, 
the Early Adult Transition is a time of profound change in self 
and world. He is still modifying or ending his relationships 
with parents and other fam ily members, with the settings and 
in stitu tions o f adolescence, and w ith his peer groups and 
friends. He is trying to m ake the choices that will form the 
groundwork for his first adult life structure.
It is also hoped that in measuring the concepts I propose, 
responses will reflect the respondent's true level. However, it is 
entirely possible that if  a need is high enough, one might answer in 
a way that expresses a w ish fu lfillm ent ra ther than an actual 
a ch iev e m e n t.
There were many questions raised by this study:
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1. If  grown-up children who experienced physical force by one or 
both parents have the self-confidence to attend college, is it due to 
a genuine feeling of worthiness or a defense against the opposite 
feelings of poor self-esteem ? (M artin, 1980)
2. Do those children make it to college and expect to continue to 
achieve because, despite  their home environm ent, they managed 
to develop the confidence to do so, or do they represent a selected
group of the recipients of force? Is it an odd sort of rebellion that
leads the motivated abused child to "show the world that s/he can 
be som eone despite the lack of parental support?"
3. Is the confidence tem porary? W ill it last into m aturity? A 
longitudinal study or, at the least, a study o f a variety of age
groups who were abused as children, is required to address this
su b jec t.
4. Does physical force not affect a person's motivation to succeed 
and how is em otional or psychological abuse accounted for in the 
equation? I believe, based on observation of clients in therapeutic 
settings, that psychological abuse and abuse over extended time 
periods influence tendencies tow ard success avoidance. D efining 
those determ inan ts and developing  m easurem ent techniques to 
study the existence of em otional abuse are essential if we are to 
truly address the com plicated social psychological dynam ics of the 
issue .
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5. What is the effect o f a support network, particularly for abused 
persons? N ot so difficult to measure, but regrettably neglected in 
th is  survey, was the ex istence  or non-ex istence of significant 
o thers that supported and influenced the respondents and perhaps 
balanced out the negative messages g iven  by abusers. Because 
there are so m any influential people in a  child's life, no two abused 
children can be considered to share an exact experience. It seems 
particularly  necessary to find  out about those influential people, 
m entors, and models w hen discussing the issue o f achievem ent 
m o tiv a tio n .
6. Have social changes affected the responses? There is some 
reason to believe that view s of success have com e to include a 
fu lfilled , personally  and socially  responsib le  life -sty le  that may 
m ean g iv ing-up  the stereo typ ical no tions of success, to some 
extent, and pursuing the "good and happy life." Since this attitude 
developm ent is relatively new , it may be that it underlies the 
m otivations o f  young people , thought it  may not be articulated. 
W hyte proposes that, "w hile  most peop le  most o f  the tim e do 
th ings in standard ways, there is enough creativity in the human 
species so that in any field or activity w e can find people who are 
doing things in  new and prom ising ways. To grasp the nature and 
s ig n ifican ce  o f  these so c ia l in v en tio n s , we m u st learn  to 
understand the technical as well as the social problem s they are 
intended to solve" (Whyte, 1984, p.286).
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7. Finally, the most pressing question that em erges is, "is there 
rea lly  any w ay to determ ine  the d ifference  betw een fa ilu re  
avoidance and success avoidance, or the fear of failure and the fear 
o f success?" W e know that common vocabularies don't necessarily 
im ply shared definitions (Sm ith, 1981) either of particular words 
or larger concepts.
M ethodological and defin itional d ifficu lties rem ain, 
particularly in the area of instrument design. They are continually 
com plicated by researchers' determ ination to avoid  defining the 
v a riab le  of success for the responden t. H ow ever, a m ajor 
advantage of th is  study was that fu rther c la rifica tion  of the 
problem s was reached. C ertainly, m ore questions than answ ers 
w ere raised, but that was not necessarily discouraging.
T his study  encourages ex p lo ra tio n  o f new  th eo re tica l 
d irec tions. A dditional support for th a t focus is  found in the 
follow ing stories shared by people struggling w ith their personal 
achievem ent leve ls .
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CHAPTER V
FIELD NOTES DEPICTING SUCCESS AVOIDANCE
...m ost human behavior, no m atter how ghastly or ludicrous 
or g lorious or w hatever, is innocent (V onnegut, 1981, 
p .xviii).
Over the past ten years I have given workshops, speeches, 
and specialized in psychotherapy with clients dealing with issues 
o f success avoidance. In addition to sharing w ith them  my 
expertise on the subject, I learned a great deal from  the people 
involved. Of particular interest were the reasons people gave for 
sabotaging their success, the most outstanding of which appear on 
the list below. At first glance, many of the concerns seem like 
reasons to continue on the road to success. The discussion 
following w ill explain why they also encourage success avoidance. 
Success M ay L ead  To 
•an expectation that it will continue.
•less freedom  to m ake m istakes.
•having em ployees.
•job loyalty and pressure to conform .
•a "career" vs. a "job".
•more money or higher status.
•increased  travel.
•pow er or perceived power.
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•increased stress.
•becom ing m ore visible.
•being viewed as better than average.
•the envy o f others.
•m ore of a focus on work or the perception that that is so. 
•less time fo r other things.
•a change in image.
•th e  unknow n.
•lik ing  it!
L arge num bers of people reported the above reasons, both 
singularly and in com bination, for avoiding success. The groups 
involved were diverse. Am ong others they  included women from  
around the  country who had "climbed th e  corporate ladder" in  a 
large com pany; m ale inmates from a s ta te  prison; non-achieving, 
ado lescen t s tuden ts; men and  women in  m iddle m anagem ent; 
professionals and non-professionals responding to an invitation to 
a w orkshop; and a  variety o f  individuals who for one  reason on 
another chose to share their stories w ith me. Each one deserves 
e x p la n a tio n .
T h e  e x p e c ta tio n  th a t  success w ill c o n tin u e  w as a 
concern in  all the groups. Youngsters reported that i f  they proved 
their ab ility  to get better grades, their parents and teachers w ould 
take no excuses fo r not continuing to do well. Professional people 
articulated it in o ther ways:
Jan w as a v ice-presiden t o f  a ra th e r  large insurance  
com pany and fo u n d  he w as holding him self b a c k  from
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introducing the many ideas he had fo r  improving sales. 
Upon fu rther questioning, he disclosed that his real worry 
was that i f  his p lan  was the huge success it prom ised to 
be, his superiors w ould be continually waiting fo r  equal 
perform ance in the fu ture . W hat i f  he didn 't have any  
more good ideas up his sleeve or i f  he d idn’t want to 
continue to pu t in the kind o f  effort this project required?
H av in g  less freed o m  to  m ake  m is ta k es  was frequently  
m entioned in the context of the stereotype most people held that 
"those at the top" simply didn't m ake the kind of mistakes of those 
at the bottom. "After all, that’s why they're at the top" one person 
said. He and others did not know if they could take that kind of 
p re s s u re .
Lawrence described his boss as "mistake free ."  In  fa c t, he 
w as certain that he had always been that way. When it 
w as p o in ted  out in a group session tha t that w as not 
possible, it became clear that rationality fa iled  in this case. 
Lawrence absolutely refused to admit that anyone at the 
top o f  the ladder or "destined fo r  the top" made the kind  
o f  m istakes he, him self, was likely to make. He was so 
convinced  o f  th is  fa c t  tha t he had  re fu sed  severa l 
prom otions. I t  was a constant refrain, "I blow it too often 
to be in an im portant position . P eople like m e don't 
belong there. O nly perfect m en should be in charge. I  
m ean what i f  G enerals o r the P resident o f  the United  
States made mistakes?" He never did  have an answer fo r
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the exam ples peop le  gave him  o f num erous "know n"  
mistakes made by people in that category.
H aving  em ployees was fraught with a variety o f concerns 
including not seeing oneself as a boss, w orrying about ab ility  to 
com m unicate with people, and being responsible for others.
Carol had been in the steno-pool fo r  fo u r  years when she  
w as p rom o ted  to supervisor. H er response w as so  
extreme that she had several anxiety a ttacks a day. She  
described  them as having nothing to do with fe a r  o f  
incom petence. She knew very well that she was m ore  
than capable o f  supervising  the staff. H er repea ted  
remarks ran something like this, "Me, a boss? Are you  
kidding.? M y dad worked in the coal m ines and my mom  
in the factory. There has never been a boss in our fam ily .
Who do I  think I  am? Who do they think I  am? I d o n ’t 
belong bossing other people around. Some people are on 
this earth to give orders and some to take orders. 1 take  
orders. No matter how much I  know."
Jo b  lo y a lty  a n d  p re s s u re  to  c o n fo rm  meant to  most 
people giving up prim ary loyalty to fam ily, friends, and other 
activities such as church and community. It a lso tapped in to  fears 
about being absorbed into the system and losing self-identity.
B ob  p r id e d  h im se lf on h is in d iv id u a lism  which he  
described as coming fro m  a fe a r  o f  being swallowed up by  
either other people or an organization. H e reported tha t
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he purposely dressed  in non-conform ing ways a nd  had 
done so since he was a child. I f  he rose to greater heights 
at his place o f  em ploym ent, he was convinced he would 
"become a nobody - ju st a non-distinguishable parasite on 
the side o f the mighty whale".
U p w a rd  m o b il i ty ,  with all its attractive fea tu res, m eant 
"loss" to many. It was one of many indications that reinforced my 
notion that whenever we gain som ething, we also lose something. 
In this case it usually referred to leaving people behind: friends in
a form er departm ent, buddies who are no t on the honor ro ll,
neighbors in a form er neighborhood, and even family.
Greta was a student o f  mine taking her fir s t sem ester at a 
university. Because the course was about social problems, 
she fo u n d  it both challenging and enlightening. B y her 
own description, she had come fro m  a rather sheltered  
existence and ju s t  never thought o f  m ost o f  the problem s  
we discussed in class. She threw h erse lf into the course 
and by m id-sem ester had one o f  the top grades in the 
class. Just p rior to an exam, she came to me in tears 
reporting that she was purposely not studying fo r  the test 
so th a t she w ould fa il. A s the story  unfolded, Greta 
becam e even more em otional. She had  gone hom e at
Thanksgiving bursting with her new perspective on life.
N ot only had her fam ily  not understood much o f  w hat she 
was telling them , she realized her education had already  
crea ted  enorm ous distance between her and them . She
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could only see that gap increasing and didn't know i f  she 
could bear the separation. "Why my brother even said  
pretty soon no one would be able to talk with me. It was
so strained. I  love them. I  don't want to lose them .”
I n c r e a s e d  c o m p e t i t io n  em erg ed  m o s tly , bu t no t 
exclusively, with women. Having been socialized not to compete, it 
was a serious blow to their identity to all of a sudden be in a 
contest. W hether it be prom otions, salary increases, or dean's list, 
p e o p le  w ith n o n -co m p e titiv e  ten d en c ies  sh ied  aw ay from  
situations that put them in that position.
When M atina Horner spoke at the M idwestern Psychological 
A ssociation m eetings in 1968 (M cClelland & Steele, 1973, p.223), 
she referred  to M ead's suggestion that a possib le  m otive for
w om en to avoid success was "that intense intellectual striving can
be view ed as com petitively  aggressive behavior." Freud has 
pointed out that the whole essence of the view of femininity lies in 
repressing aggressiveness. As a result, a woman is threatened by 
success because unusual excellence in academic intellectual areas 
or o ther com petitive achievem ent activ ity  becomes consciously or 
unconsciously equated w ith loss of fem ininity and the possibility 
of social rejection. I have also seen non-com petitive men react 
sim ilarly , but not for the same reasons since m asculinity has been 
trad itionally  supportive of com petitiveness.
Calling w ork a c a re e r  vs. a  jo b  seemed d irec tly  tied to 
level o f  success. Often arbitrary standards were considered the 
line o f demarcation. Beyond a certain point, a job  became a career 
and consequently  success at that level im plied a com m itm ent to
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work that exceeded personal goals. Interestingly, amount of time 
spent at work or length of time at the job did not necessarily 
figure into the equation.
Lila had worked as a bookkeeper fo r  the same company 
fo r  more than 20 years. When her boss o ffered her the 
position  o f  ch ie f financia l officer she refused despite the 
fa c t that she would not have to p u t in extra hours, her 
duties w ould remain essentially the same, a nd  her pay  
w ould increase considerably. H er explanation fo r  the 
refusal was sim ple, but surprising. " I f  I  take on that 
fa n cy  title than it will sound like I  have a career. Even
though I w ork fu ll-tim e , my fa m ily  and I see it as a
necessity to help the fam ily  income. That's a job . I f  I 
have a career, then it w ill look like I'm  one o f  those 
woman libbers who doesn 't care about her k id s or her 
husband. M y mother w ould really chew me out and say I  
was neglecting my fam ily".
W ith increased success often com es m ore  m oney  a n d /o r  
h ig h e r  s ta tu s .  Certainly they seem a plus by m ost standards. 
H ow ever, according to those who chose not to accept them, they
were also seen as a burden and risked changing their life-styles
and others' views of them.
A risk according to Charlie that he was not willing to take. 
"Sure, it sounds great having more bucks and being a big 
shot. But my friends w ill be turned o ff  and th ink  I'm too
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big fo r  m y  britches. Anyway, what was good fo r  m y Dad 
is good enough fo r  m e .”
C harlie  was n o t the o n ly  person to express a concern  about 
surpassing his parents socio-econom ic status. Some people put in 
term s of not wanting th e ir  folks to  feel like failures and others 
m anifest gu ilt in a varie ty  of w ays. It is also true, that the 
possibility of improving income and status connected w ith loss for 
m any; leaving behind people  and places that m ean a lot or risking 
b e ing  left by  those w h o  were jea lous o r no longer felt the 
relationship to  be com patible or com fortable. For wom en, it was 
o ften  a m atter of m aking more m oney than their husbands and, 
thus, putting a strain on the marriage.
In c r e a s e d  t r a v e l  in som e occupations is a resu lt o f 
stepping up th e  success ladder. In  addition to  taking one away 
from  home, i t  may mean dealing w ith public m isconceptions. My 
ow n experience applies here.
When my son  was young  a very  frequent reaction to my 
traveling w a s "Who is going to  take care o f  E th a n ? ” 
assuming, o f  course, that my husband w as incapable of 
the task. T h is was o ften  said in a manner that im plied I 
had not thought about Ethan's welfare. Once on a plane, 
an older couple a sk e d  why I  w as going to California.
When I  rep lied  that it was business trip, they said "well I 
guess you decided no t to have a  fam ily ." My answ er to 
the c o n tra ry  p ro d u c e d  ju d g em en ta l s ta re s  a n d  the 
cessation o f  the conversation. Usually I  w as unaffected by
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the judgem en t o f  others, bu t on days w hen I  was 
vulnerable and  experienced some o f  the gu ilt o f  not
staying at home fu ll-tim e like my mother, I  fo u n d  m yself 
quickly explaining that, though I traveled  som e, I  was 
most always home to meet the school bus. C onflict and 
m ixed -em o tions are not unusua l w ith  w om en o f  my
g enera tion .
The issue of p o w e r  is com plicated because it also includes 
the p e rc e p tio n  o f  pow er. The concerns surrounding it vary. For 
some, power is a fear-provoking condition
"I'm really a fra id  I ’ll abuse power. How do we know  
we're not all potentially Hitlers. My fa th e r  was powerful 
and he continually hurt us. I  don't want any part o f  being 
pu t in a pow erfu l position and find ing  out I'm  ju s t  like 
h im ."
For others it is clearly linked to identity change.
"I have a view  o f  m yse lf that does not include being
pow erfu l or the person in charge. I  see m y se lf as a
follow er. Actually, I ’d  like to try it but I'm  too much o f a
chicken. I  mean, how do pow erful people  dress? Do I
have to buy a whole new wardrobe? Do I have to talk 
and act differently? I t ’s scary."
And for others it is a gender issue.
"I'm a woman. Powerful m en are considered attractive
and competent. Powerful wom en are considered bitches.
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I  don't want to be called a bitch by every man and woman  
I meet.
In c re a s e d  s tre s s  may w ell be the resu lt of success for
m any o f the  reasons already m entioned as well as others.
However, the  real problem  seems to surround the stress of not 
handling the stress. F o r many, the extra tim e put into increased 
success elim inates time to  devote to  stress-relieving activ ities such 
as physical exercise, lunch with a friend, or going to a movie. Over
and over I heard rem arks indicating that it would be far too selfish
to take even  more tim e to unwind. A num ber of people  even 
im plied tha t they w ould  have to admit to a  problem  i f  they 
admitted they couldn't handle the stress. It was better to  avoid 
the situation entirely.
Dorine was in a stress reduction workshop o f  mine.
Part w ay through th e  day she to ld  me she was going to 
leave. H er reason was straightforward. "I'm fru stra ted  
hearing about all these  ways to  reduce stress because I ’m  
never going to to do  them. I  fe e l  guilty enough working.
I  w o n 't spend a n o th er  m in u te  exerc is in g  or d o in g  
som ething  fo r  m yse lf."  She added th a t she had ju s t  
refused a  promotion fo r  the sam e reason. " I f  I'm stressed  
now and  can't bring m yself to take care o f  me, a new jo b  
will p u t me over the  top. M y mother never did anything  
fo r  h e rse lf  and I ’m  the same way. I  cam e because m y  
mother had a heart attack at 43. I didn't want to be like
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her. Guess I'm  more like her than I  thought." Dorine
could not be convinced to stay.
B ecom ing m ore  v isib le  was given as an excuse to remain 
at the present level of achievement more often than I would have
predicted. In a variety o f ways, people alluded to the American
preoccupation with "not showing o ff ',  "not getting a big head," and 
being em barrassed by com plim ents. Being the center of attention 
was often seen as pompous and snobby.
Arthur was from  a very wealthy fa m ily . "The one thing  
we were taught to be was understated. N ever, never pu t 
oneself in a position o f  being the center o f  attention. Just 
live a quiet, advantaged life. It was considered gauche to 
'stand out" and vulgar to attract focus. Consequently, I  
constan tly  remove m y se lf fro m  situations that show me 
off. I 'm  the quietest architect in the firm  and I  w ill 
remain that way."
B eing view ed as b e t te r  th a n  a v e rag e , or in sociological
terms "being outside the norm", was also a common concern. One
only needs to stand outside the Junior High School on report card
day. There are two groups of students hiding their grades; those
that got Fs and those that got As.
Bobby to ld  me in no uncertain terms, "Hey, I  don't want 
my friends to think I'm  a brain. No one w ill hang out with  
me any more. I  even lie. When they ask me how I  did, I  
w ait to see how m ost o f  them  d id  and  I  te ll them  
som ewhere in the m iddle."
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T he envy o f  o th e rs  is inherent in many of the above 
examples. One only needs to remember being a child and having a 
best friend say s/he didn’t want to be your friend any more since 
you got the lead in the play or accomplished some other coveted 
role. Kind parents were apt to explain that the friend was just 
jea lous, but that only exacerbated the feeling o f being rejected. 
The friend was still lost and the only way to salvage the 
relationship was to become less accomplished: a conflict indeed!
M o re  o f a focus on w ork  a n d  less tim e  fo r  o th e r  
th ings are possible results of increased success. Even when it was 
not a certainty, the fear of them was strong enough to elicit success 
avo idance .
Carla focused  a great deal on work and the reason she had 
less time fo r  other things (by her own admission) was that 
she was unw illing  to g ive up anything no m atter how  
much she added. This was a theme with many people. It 
never occurred to Carla and  the others to reassess what 
they were do ing  as they becam e busier. "To give  
something up," said  Jake, "is to admit fa ilure...even i f  you  
give up what you no longer like doing. Even i f  you give 
up what you no longer need to do, I  guess."
It was particu larly  true in the area o f  household chores 
and  fam ily  obligations fo r  women. A s has been poin ted  
out a lot recently, women are still maintaining at least two 
fu l l  time jo b s  - hom em aking and  em ploym ent. The
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double-standard is quite evident. O ther fa m ily  m em bers 
are excused fa r  more readily. I  often use the example o f  
Johnny coming home fro m  school stressed and tired. He 
th row s h is  coa t on the f lo o r , stom ps upsta irs, and  
m um bles som ething about wanting everyone to leave him  
alone. No one ever says, "Look a t Johnny...he goes to 
school all day and now he has no time fo r  his mother!"
The last th ree concerns em erged as the most im portant in 
that they were inclusive of all the others, yet easily stood on their 
own. They are distinct, yet connected: change in im age, facing 
th e  u n k n o w n , a n d  lik in g  th e  new  s ta tu s .  T ogether and 
separately  they best describe the unifying them e underlying all 
the reasons people have given me over the years to avoid success. 
We know that positive change can be just as stressful as negative 
change. It is not always events that provide the stress, but the 
c h a n g e  that results from those events. Facing the unknown is a 
m ajor fear for m any people. The risk  of facing a perceived 
perm anent change in identity erodes the safe foundation on which 
people structure the ir lives. In som e cases attem pts to  avoid 
tam pering with a known identity are desparate.
Ala rk  is a very talented artist working as an illustrator fo r  
a well-known magazine. I  saw him in counseling fo r  three  
y e a r s  and  w itn e ssed  him  to be m ost th re a te n e d , 
depressed , a n d  fr ig h te n ed  when he fa c e d  p ro fessio n a l 
prom otions or accolades.
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In particular, I  remember the day he came in and asked i f  
he was crazy. He w anted my pro fessional opinion. I  
assured him that he was not and he immediately showed  
excessive disappointm ent and  became almost fran tic . He 
sa id  he'd  hoped I w ould diagnose him as "nuts" and  
perhaps suggest the state hospital. The precipitating even 
w as the suggestion by h is boss that he be prom oted  to 
head o f  the art department. He knew he was qualified, but 
his identity was so tied up with being mediocre that he 
panicked  at the thought o f  having to change that identity.
M ark was a lso  periodically  suicidal when so-called "good" 
things happened to him. He shared that propensity with Steve.
F or years S teve  expressed  su ic id a l ideo logy ...u sua lly  
fo llo w in g  som e measure o f  success andlor a positive  
event. It becam e predictable that when he w ould call or 
come into a session  reporting a positive  happening, it 
w o u ld  be fo l lo w e d  b y  se r io u s  su ic id a l th o u g h t. 
In teresting ly , S teve  had som e very devastating and sad  
occurrences in his life; death o f  h is m uch-loved older  
brother, rejection by h is alcoholic mother, a num ber o f  
f a i l e d  love re la tio n sh ip s , and o c ca s io n a l f in a n c ia l  
difficulties. W hen confronted by h is seem ingly so lid  and  
positive attitude toward the unhappy things in h is life, he 
responded  th a t it seem ed  norm al. The happy and  
p o ten tia lly  successfu l even ts he described  were outside  
his own experience and were therefore threatening to the
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very essence o f  who he was. In fa c t, the only way he 
could eventually allow h im se lf to succeed was to enter a 
career that he constantly described as awful. As long as 
he saw the work as aw ful, he was able to continue it. 
According to him, unhappy was the state o f m ind he was 
used to and it held a certain kind o f  comfort because o f  
it's fam iliarity . He called it his "personal identity  - the 
man he saw in the m i r r o r S t e v e  is considered one o f  the 
top physicians in his specialty in a m ajor city.
The exam ples given in this section are just a few of many. 
The theme repeats itself. Identity congruence, or self-consistency, 
is important. It is important enough to sabotage success when it 
presents itself.
T resem er (1977, p.79) review ed various social psychological 
theories and concluded that the avoidance of success can be 
logically attributed to the following:
1. A desire to avoid the stress on self-perception 
entailed by an outcome (or series of outcom es) that 
is "out of character”, that disconfirm s expectancies 
about oneself.
2. A fear o f the extrem ity of the demands inherent 
in the role o f being a "successful person."
3. A fear o f the social ostracism resulting from  
success.
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Tresem er aptly describes many of the individuals mentioned 
here. Com bined with other, m ore traditional concepts (see next 




RELEVANT THEORIES OF MOTIVATION
Several theories provide appropriate m aterial for the 
developm ent o f my theory of self-consistency and success 
avoidance. In addition to existing self-consistency theories, the 
following are the most relevant.
Learning and Reinforcem ent Theories 
L earning and re in fo rcem ent are often  used (or at least 
v iew ed) interchangeably  and are d irectly  connected to behavior. 
Skinner (1953) who based his notion of reinforcem ent on empirical 
da ta , describes a re in fo rce r as anything that in c reases  the 
probability o f a response. The idea that past reinforcem ent is the 
only criterion for explaining behavior is is admittedly sim plistic. 
Yet, like Freud, Skinner's thesis is durable and has influenced a 
num ber of theoretical approaches. W hile I believe, in th is case, 
that reinforcem ent theory should not stand alone, the basic tenet 
has m erit. W e do, after all, learn from the past. The traditional 
view states it in terms of conditioning; classical conditioning being 
the passive learning that two stim uli are connected and operant 
cond ition ing  re fe rrin g  to the streng then ing  and w eakening of 
responses depending on their consequences. Prior experience can 
cause changes in future behavior (a basic definition of learning).
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Responses change or remain the same because they are reinforced 
by consequences.
Kanfer and Goldstein (1980, p.74) give the exam ple of the 
abused child who learns negative attitudes about him or herself by 
associating achievem ent situations (the conditioned stim ulus) with 
abuse and rejection  (the unconditioned stim ulus). The child  
responds w ith anxiety and/or depression and ultim ately responds 
sim ilarly to future achievem ent situations.
The opposite would happen if the unconditioned stim ulus 
were support, love, and approval causing happiness and security. 
Achievem ent situations would then have a positive association.
Such exam ples can be approached from  a drive reduction 
model or from  the more inclusive social learning m odality. The 
theory of d rive  reduction  (H ull, 1943 among o thers) sees the 
re in fo rcem en t as reducing tension and, thus, d ic ta ting  certain  
behavior. In other words, everything a person does is directed at 
reducing  pain  o r e lim inating  an unp leasan t sta te  o f affa irs. 
Pleasure is synonym ous with pain relief.
Hull view s drive as a "general energizing concept" which is 
non-specific  to  particu lar needs and d ifferen t from  habit. Its 
function is to reduce tension. Reinforcem ent, then, provides the 
connection betw een m otivation and learning.
Social learning theory (R otter, 1954) is connected to the 
above-m entioned  concepts, bu t has som e im portant d ifferences. 
For instance, it  is not based on a drive reduction principle so much 
as an  ex p ec tan cy -re in fo rcem en t approach . B ehav io r is s till 
d irec tio n a l (goal m o tiva ted ) but re in fo rcem en t in c lu d es any
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situation that affects movement toward a goal. It is  a broader 
view  than that of drive reduction in that it takes into account 
personality  unification as a resu lt of m any, on-going experiential 
influences. Goals o r needs a re  acquired as a re su lt of p rio r 
satisfaction and connections are made to early associations.
Rotter (1954) suggested th a t needs are more pertinent when 
the  focus is on the indiv idual, while goals are connected to  
environm ental conditions affecting the individual. He explains that 
social learning takes place w hen we acquire  goals through the  
sa tis fac tion  or fru stra tion  experienced  a t the hands of o th e r 
people. C onsequently , regularly occurring behavior is previously 
re in fo rced  behavior.
W hat R otter has added to  learning theory is a cognitive
perspective that helps explain Skinner's theory. He has also more 
fu lly  addressed the social aspects of the learning process. Thus, 
behavior can be m easured and predicted relative to reinforcem ent 
based  on the expectancy held by the individual that th e  particular 
re in fo rce m en t w ill occur. T h e  person  chooses a behavior
dependent on a preference for an expected reinforcem ent.
The study o f success avoidance is relevant here  because it 
in s is ts  th a t a tte n tio n  be p a id  to a varie ty  o f  p o ss ib le
reinforcem ents. Success can not always be seen as preferable. It 
is possible that, for som e individuals, the trade-offs connected w ith 
su ccess  su p p ly  en o u g h  n e g a tiv e  re in fo rcem en t to  lead to  
avoidance. R ecipients o f abuse, for instance, learned of negative 
consequences early  on  and gu ided  their behavior away from
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success achievement. The fear o f success may be a fear of failure 
e lse w h e re .
Behavior is dependent not only on prior d irect experience, 
but on developm ental stage, response repertoire, skill level, and a 
m yriad of other contingencies. The individual also learns through 
observation and modeling as well as through direct reinforcem ent. 
It is a complex system.
A chievem ent M otivation Theories
J. W. A tkinson (1964, 1974) describes m otivation as the 
tendency to act toward goals based on m ultiplicative relationships 
betw een m otive, expectation, and incentive. M otive is defined as
early learning that evolves into a stable, if  latent, predisposition to
action. Expectation* is the probability that a person judges s/he 
w ill succeed at a task. The goal's inheren t attractiveness**
provides the incentive. Thus, the value of a goal is the I n c e n t iv e  
times the M o tiv e  times E x p e c ta t io n ,  or Ix M x E .
A chievem ent behav io r has been seen p rim arily  as the 
tendency to approach success m inus the tendency to avoid failure. 
T he assum ption  here is tha t success is a lw ays p refe rab le .
However, I propose that success can be seen as both a goal and a 
threat. Taking this in to  account, success avoidance can also be 
assessed  w ith in  the achievem ent m otivation  m odel. This has 
ram ifications for m odification o f the theory, not so m uch in its 
construct, but in its areas of assumption.
A new look at the definitions o f the variables in the model 
shows the following:
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M o tiv e  - early learning to avoid success based on negative 
reinforcem ent o f achievem ent.
E x p e c t a t i o n  - low probability of either succeeding at the 
task or succeeding as a person.
I n c e n t iv e  - attractiveness level m ight be very low.
Thus, the value Ix M x E  = low score.
Once again, the concept bows to simplicity and does not seem 
entirely  adequate. Depth is added when considering A tkinson’s 
(1978) two m ajor questions applicable to the study of m otivation: 
(A) what are the components or determinants of a tendency to act
in a certain way? and (B) How is competition and conflict among
tendencies resolved and expressed in action?
The answers to the above are often seen in terms of ability ,
i.e. w here there is talent, there is m otivation, but Atkinson (1978,
p.227-228) encourages us to take other factors into account:
To predict cum ulative achievem ent, we need to put all the  
p ieces together; d ifferences in true ability , differences in  
m o tiv a tio n a l d isp o s itio n s  (m o tiv es , k n o w led g e , b e lie fs , 
conceptions), nature o f the task, incentives, and opportunities 
in the im m ediate environm ent. And last, but certainly no t 
least, we m ust include in our calculations all of the factors in 
the life  of an individual that influence the strength of h is 
m otivation to  engage in other alternative activities.
♦Known as "potency" as used by Kurt Lewin/group dynamicists. 
♦♦Known as "valence" as used by Kurt Lewin/group dynamicists.
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In other words, on the m otivational side, the whole hierarchy 
of motives within an individual personality and the richness of 
h is  e n v iro n m en t in  the  in c e n tiv e s  o ffe re d  and the 
opportun ities for expression  and enjoym ent o f com peting, 
non-achievem ent-related activ ities are as im portant for a full 
exp lanato ry  account o f cum ulative  ach ievem ent as those  
ab ilities , m otives, incen tives, and opportun ities that refe r 
specifically  to the ach ievem ent-related  endeavor of c ritica l 
in te rest (p .227-228).
It is possible that this more inclusive explanation follow ed 
H orner's  challenge  (A tkinson, 1978, p .41-70) tha t theretofore , 
ach ievem en t m otivation  theory  excluded  w om en's m otives to 
avoid success. He did include a chapter by her in his book and it 
seem s to have provided incentive to broaden the concept. As I 
have said, I do not see success avoidance as exclusively a women's 
issu e , but I do  agree w ith H orner's c ritique  o f achievem ent 
m otivation  theory.
H orner poin ts out that "thus far, a test on achievem ent- 
re la te d  an x ie ty  has been view ed m ain ly  as a m easure o f 
m o tiva tion  to  avoid fa ilu re  aroused by the expectancy  that 
perform ing a task may lead to negative consequences, i.e. feelings 
o f shame because of failure" (H om er in Atkinson, 1978, p.47). She 
a rg u es  that th e  theory neg lects the p o ss ib ility  that negative 
consequences can also be associated with success. Further, she 
observes that "the theory of achievem ent m otivation as presently 
form ulated  canno t read ily  m ake d ifferen tial p redictions betw een 
the conditions nor between the sexes" (p.49). The theory takes 
in to  account tendencies to achieve success and avoid failure, but 
not the tendency to avoid success. H om er suggests that the motive
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to avoid success is a theoretical construct which should be used in 
c o n ju n c tio n  w ith  ach iev em en t m o tiv a tio n ’s ex p ec tan cy -v a lu e  
theory. Though Horner contends that women avoid success far 
more than men (1968), she insists that success avoidance is not a 
sex-linked trait. "Any sex differences found or predicted should 
be considered as a function of sociocultural conditioning or prior 
learning, or of the impact of specific situational contextual factors"
(H orner in A tkinson, 1978, p .68). This m akes allow ances for
soc ia liza tion  (o ther than gender-specific) to influence success
avoidance behavior. Horner, by the way, adds "motive to avoid 
success is not synonym ous w ith a W ILL TO FAIL" (H orner in 
A tkinson, 1978, p.69).
Needs Theories
As is detailed in  future chapters, this particular theoretical 
orientation plays a m ajor role in supporting my thesis. 1 w ill only 
address here what is not covered later. For instance, M aslow 's 
h ierarchy  is  o ften  alluded to  but perhaps deserves specific
clarifica tion . M aslow 's now fam ous pyram id rem ains the most 
graphic depiction o f the hierarchy of needs.
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F ig u re  6.1 M aslow 's H ie ra rch y  of Needs.
M aslow argues that people require satisfaction of needs near 
the bottom  o f the pyram id before  m oving up to the  more 
sophisticated levels. I will argue that success avoidance is often 
em ployed to m eet safety needs, and self-actualization needs may 
be p resen tly  unim portant.
Samuels (1984, p.21-29) offers a way to assess the value of a 
particu lar need. He states tha t there are "five factors which 
directly  determ ine the influence of any particu lar need upon an 
individual's behavior": urgency, survival valence, appeal, risk , and 
availability o f means to satisfy the need.
M otive power to satisfy a need is derived from the first four 
and in conjunction with num ber five, behavior results accordingly.
U r g e n c y ,  as perceived by the indiv idual, w ill affect a 
person 's behavior.
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S u rv iv a l V alence is determined by the person 's perception 
of how important the need is to his or her survival.
A p p e a l  refers to the extent to w hich the need is pleasurable, 
and though long-term  considerations a re  im portant, m om entary 
concern are most important. Survival valence has a better chance 
of being considered in the long-range. In fact, pain in the here- 
and-now may be chosen to insure long-term  survival.
R i s k  refers to "the chance of in ju ry , danger, or loss." I 
include "loss of self" in this category.
A ll of the above, according to Sam uels, are influenced by the 
situation at the m om ent (the particular "lifespace").
A v a i l a b i l i t y  refers to  the reality  o f possible satisfaction. 
"W hile urgency, survival valence, appeal, and risk  are additive, 
availability is seen in "yes" and  "no" terms.
Sam uels uses Lewin's vector analysis approach:
M otive power = ±_ urgency ±. survival valence ±. appeal ±. risk.
A vailability may be high or low .
F or the failure identity person (addressed in the next 
chapter), achieving success threatens su rv ival in that it threatens 
safety and security. The risk to  self-concept is high, while appeal 
may be low. High availability may add to  the threat.
Cognitive and Consistency  Theories
W hen Bern (1970 & 1972) proposed "Self-perception theory," 
he observed that social psychological theories reflect society at the 
time they  are developed.
During the Sixties, it will be  recalled, a ll thinking beings were 
charac te rized  by  chronic drives to w a rd  consistency  and
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uncertainty  reduction, v ig ilan t forces which coaxed us all 
tow ard cognitive quiescence. Our affects, cognitions, and 
behav io rs w ere held in hom eostatic  harm ony, and our 
"evaluative needs" in itiated  em ergency inform ation searches 
w h en ev er any  in te rn a l s ta te  b roke  th rough  th resh o ld  
w ithout clear identification or certified cause. In contrast, 
we are em erging into the Seventies as less driven, more 
contem plative creatures, thoughtful m en and women whose 
only m otivation is the w illingness to answer the question, 
"How do you feel?" as honestly and as carefully as possible 
after calm ly surveying the available internal and external 
ev id en ce .
There is, in short, a shift of paradigm  taking place within 
social psychology, a shift from m otivational/drive models of 
cogn itions, behaviors, and in ternal states to inform ation  
p rocessing /a ttribu tion  m odels of such phenom ena. S e lf­
perception theory is only one element in that shift, and thus 
it is appropriate at this juncture to place it within this larger 
context...(Bern, 1972, p.42-43).
It stands to reason that my use of self-consistency theories may 
also reflect a shift, once again, in the late 1980s. I have not 
contem plated the meaning of that concept, but feel that I, at least, 
need to acknowledge the possibility. I do know that many of the 
theoretical constructs of the 60s seem relevant to my thesis. The 
following is an example:
...hum an grow th is not random  or segm ental but rather a 
p e rs is ten t, co n sis ten t, coo rd ina ted  unfo ld ing  o f a pa ttern  
e s tab lish ed  a t concep tion  and som ehow  inheren t in  the 
developing organism  itself. Behavior seems to be an extension 
o f th is  d irec tiv e , se lf-reg u la tio n  tow ard  fu lfillin g  inner 
potential. The human system  tends to resist disintegration of 
the structural and functional pattern it has already achieved 
and, if  not blocked or seriously threatened, to press on toward 
a further unfolding of its potentialities (Coleman, 1960, p. 113).
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The consistency approach borrows the concept of homeostasis 
from physio log ical theory  because som e theortic ians (no t all) 
believe th a t psychological p rocesses fit qu ite  nicely w ith the 
paradigm . An integrated self-concept requires organized thinking 
and fee ling  states. In the sam e way that traum a to the body
interrupts normal functioning, "dam age to (the) self-structure...can 
disable a person (as w ell)” (Coleman, 1960, p.116).
C o lem an  s ta te s  tha t the  resp o n se  is to  en g ag e  in
"m aintenance-direct behavior" as an attem pt to bring congruity  to 
the system . Consistency theories point out the need for congruity 
am ong a ttitu d e s , ex p erien ces , and b ehav io rs. In co n sis ten cy  
produces tension and discomfort. Since people cannot always bring 
the environm ent into balance, they attem pt to at least bring their
psychological states in to  a consistent pattern.
Theories in m any categories allude to the process. Coleman 
says that among consistency theories, "Heider's (1958) is the most 
important and Festinger's (1957) the most popular." I use Lecky in 
the upcom ing chapters. Festinger (1958) saw "contradiction" as a 
m otivating condition, not unlike hunger. Both situations present a 
problem  and  require satisfaction. If people do not respond to
hunger they  die. If they allow contradictory world views, they are 
thrown in to  a state o f  confusion which could  ultim ately render 
them dysfunctional.
E ven Rogers (1970) describes people as d irected  toward 
behavior th a t is in tegrating  and self-regu lating  in the way that 
bodies c ra v e  a p ro p e r  n u tr itio n a l b a lan ce . He re fe rs  to 
p sy ch o lo g ica l incongruence  o r d isso c ia tio n  as resu ltin g  from
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"incongruence betw een the self-perceptions held by the individual 
and his organism ic experiences..." (1970, p .384). T he distorted 
perceptions are vulnerable to m essages of worthiness delivered by 
significant others.
The im petus to behave rationally from  our own points-of- 
view results from a need to trust ourselves. Being self-dependable 
is basic to security and security is basic to safety (M aslow, 1970; 
Sam uels, 1984). U nderly ing  both co g n itiv e  d issonance  and 
consistency theories are yet other safety needs: order, consistency, 
and stability .
Colem an (1960, p .120-121) proposes the fo llow ing "basic 
psychological requirem ents" necessary for norm al functioning:
1. An Integral Frame of Reference
People develop  fram es of refe rence , accu ra te ly  or 
inaccurately, because they are essential to stability.
Human beings do not like ambiguity, lack o f  structuring, chaos, 
or any events w hich seem beyond the ir understanding and 
control and which place them at the mercy o f alien forces. Our 
p ercep tu a l p rocesses operate  in  such a way as to  help 
m aintain the consistency and stability o f  our world. When 
contradictions occur, we try not to notice them; if w e cannot 
avoid it, we are uncomfortable until we can somehow reconcile 
them  (p. 119).
2. Feelings of Adequacy and Security
People need to believe that th ey  are com petent in 
dealing w ith problem s. That capability is no t only com forting in 
the p resen t, but holds hope for the future. Increased self-trust 
and adequacy makes adequacy reinforcem ent less im portant. The
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more self-esteem  is high in areas of self-preservation, the more 
uncertainty and change can be tolerated.
3. Feelings of Belonging and Approval (also see Maslow & 
S am uels)
Self-w orth and self-esteem  are elevated when cultural 
and group approval are evident. The need for social approval is 
universal. In the absence or perceived absence of that approval, 
numbers 1 & 2 above take on even more importance.
4. Feelings of Self-esteem and Worth
The experience of feeling and thinking oneself valuable 
to the world, self, and others is directly  connected to self-esteem  
and self-w orth and, eventually , self-concept. Society’s standards 
loom  as the ultim ate standard, but when unable to m eet those, 
another set o f standards may take their place. People w ill grab 
security where they can find it.
5. Experiences of Love and Relatedness (also see Fromm)
H appiness, as a result o f  self-fulfillm ent, is directly 
connected to love in the present or w ithin memory. Relating need 
not be through romantic love, but does need to be achieved.
A ll o f  the  req u irem en ts  a re  re lev an t to m o tiv a tio n . 
A ccording to Colem an, m ain tenence-d irected  behavior is action 
geared  tow ard the resto ring  of balance and equilib rium  to the 
organism  who experiences disturbance in one or more of the above 
a re a s .
Energy is m obilized in appropria te  or inappropriate  ways 
depending on sk ill and know ledge level. W hen hungry , most 
people understand the need for food. When social psychological
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requirem ents are no t met, the best form o f  action is not alw ays 
clear.
N evertheless, goal-directed action is taken in an attempt to 
meet the need. It is  in either the form o f  approach o r avoidance. 
The cho ices are lim ited  by the ind iv idual's  env ironm ent and 
ability, but still, there is usually a wide range of options. Reactions 
are understandably based on past experience, which explains why 
the behavior often seems rational to the person, yet irrational to 
ill-in form ed others.
Equilibrium  is eventually restored when the requirem ent is 
met. O nce again, it  is essential to rem em ber that though tension 
reduction may be destructive and ineffective in the long-run, it 
may work very well in the short-run.
C olem an rem inds us of the  im portance of the  individual's 
env ironm ent in m otivation  and choices. Lewin's field  theory  
supports the observation.
A ccording to M adsen (1968) Lewin proposes th a t predicting 
an o th e r 's  behav io r requ ires know ledge  of the in d iv id u a l's  
m om entary lifespace and the connection between behavior choices 
and that lifespace.
Put in  equation terms
B = F(Lsp) = F (P,E)
where behavior (B) o f  an individual will alw ays be a function (F) o f 
the total situation, the  lifespace  (Lsp), consisting o f  both the
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condition of the individual (P) and the environm ent (E), factors 
which are closely interdependent (P. 131).
S in ce  o b se rv e rs  are  m ore k n o w led g eab le  ab o u t the 
environm ent than about the person 's in ternal functioning, it is 
tem pting and easy to negatively judge som eone's behavior.
M otivation  is dependent on m eeting requ irem en ts from  
within and outside the self. The external environm ent provides 
the available  goals and means to reach them , encouragem ent or 
d iscouragem ent of various paths, and setting of standards and 
m aking o f dem ands. The ind iv idual jux taposes the  ex ternal 
situation with his or her own frame of reference. This accounts for 
different avenues taken in meeting similarly defined goals. Again, 
the functional human being is m otivated in ways that w ill allow 
him or her to make sense of his or her perceived world.
Bern's (1970, p.50) self-perception theory proposes that "in 
identifying his own internal states, an individual partially relies on 
the same external cues that others use when they infer his internal 
states." In other words, people do not sim ply glean inform ation 
about th e ir in ternal environm ent from  their own in terpersonal 
process. Rather, they also utilize the same outside "clues" that 
other people use in evaluating their situations. Bern goes onto say, 
"we have learned to  identify  m any of our in ternal states only 
because  o u tside  o bservers  f ir s t  in ferred  those  s ta te s  from  
observable external cues and then taught us how to label the 
internal situation..." (p.50), i.e. they labeled and interpreted injury 
as pain, tears as sadness, etc.
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A dditionally , it is im portant to keep in mind th a t life's 
com plexities are responsible for singular m otivations being rare, if 
not non-existent. Though one m otive may be dom inant, it is 
usually a pattern  of m otives w hich instigate and guide behavior. 
One act m ay serve m any m otives and one motive m any acts 
(Coleman, 1960, p. 135).
The m ost likely and most elusive pattern is one that tries to 
reconcile  inconsis tencies, se lf-concept, and behavior w ith  other 
people's perceptions. For instance, "...a person may believe that he 
is absolutely worthless and when others tell him  how valuable his 
behav io r has been there  w ill be fee lings of inconsis tency , 
imbalance, or dissonance. A feeling of consistency will be achieved 
by changing one’s attitude about oneself (I rea lly  am w orthw hile) 
or about one 's  behavior (I fooled them; they  don't rea lize  how 
worthless my behavior actually was)" (Kanfer and G oldstein, 1980,
p .80).
To ask a person to  revamp his or her identity is to sometimes 
ask the im possible, certainly at the pace often expected. Yet, in 
one way or another, know ingly or unknow ingly, that request is 
m ade with som e regularity.
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CHAPTER VII
A DEPICTION OF SUCCESS APPROACH AND SUCCESS AVOIDANCE
The next two chapters describe the theory o f self-consistency 
as it applies to success path. The first graphic exam ple is in the 
form  of a m odel which I found necessary to begin by assuming an 
already established self-esteem  level. However, I have attem pted 
to properly acknowledge at least some of the influences that affect 
se lf-e s te e m .
In his book The A n te ce d en ts  o f S e lf-e s te e m  (1 9 6 7 ), 
Coopersm ith identifies two factors that are especially  im portant in 
the  developm ent of self-esteem . The first is the treatm ent 
significant others accord a person in areas of respect, acceptance, 
and concern. The second is a person 's achievem ent level, m ost 
particularly, her or his history of success or failure. My position is 
that the latter directly  and indirectly emanates from  and serves to 
reinforce the form er.
Acknowledging that a variety o f factors is responsible for an 
ind iv idua l's  leve l o f self-esteem  and also adm itting  that those 
levels fluctuate depending on circum stances, the m odel I propose 
assum es that there is a core level o f self-esteem  around w hich 
peop le  hover, and it is strongly influenced by early  childhood 
experiences. I am not suggesting that people w ith  high se lf­
esteem  do no t experience low periods (m em ories o f adolescence
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bear that out for m ost of us). N or do I believe that people who 
measure low on the continuum do not experience times o f high 
self-esteem . Rather, as James (1950, 294) says, "...although the 
in d iv id u a l 's  s e lf -e s te e m  m ay  vary  f ro m  s i tu a t io n  to 
situation...there is a certain average tone of self-feeling which each 
one of us carries about..."
A dditionally , th is  model begins with the assum ption that 
generalized levels o f  self-esteem  are already established. How 
that happens is beyond the purview  of this dissertation, although 
the chapter on child abuse alludes to at least one example of that 
p rocess.
As a psychotherapist, I obviously believe people can w ork at 
changing their self-im ages and increasing th e ir  levels o f se lf­
esteem. I’ve also seen the resistance to doing so even by those 
who proclaim  it as a goal. O nce established, self-esteem  is an 
in tegral p a rt of o ne 's  identity, and keeping identity  congruent 
(however positive or negative) is an integral p a rt of basic security. 
R ather th an  threaten  that secu rity , people w ill often op t for 
sam eness, stab ility , and  p red ic tab ility . T he fo llow ing model 










Toward Safety Needs Fulfillment
F ig u re  7.1 Self-esteem /Self-consistency  M odel of Success P ath
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T he person with high self-esteem  holds a success identity
which naturally  leads to the inclination  to approach success- 
oriented activity. Experiencing success at any level reinforces the 
success identity and the loop is completed.
T he  person with low self-esteem  forms a failure identity
which encourages success avoidance. Constantly rem inded of the 
successes not pursued, the failure identity  is rein forced , the 
behavior continues, and the loop is repeatedly re-played.
T he  person with m odulating self-esteem , hovering around 
the m id-point of the continuum, has success-lim ited identity. Each 
success opportun ity  is perceived  according  to the lim ita tions 
congruen t with the  indiv idual's p ictu re  of him  or herself, and
success is approached or avoided accordingly. It is essential to 
note th a t opportun ities n o t taken o r m issed are considered  
avoidance according to the well-known philosophy: "not to make a 
decision a decision."
If, in fact, a  person holding a failure identity were to pursue 
success, it could be so threatening to a consistent self-im age that 
safety needs w ould be in d ire jeopardy. The sam e is true for the 
ind iv idua l with success-lim ited  iden tity  when s/he is beckoned
beyond the boundaries of the familiar self.
T hough se lf-co n sis ten cy  assures safety , and security  is, 
therefore, appealing, every person indulges in a certain  am ount of 
risk-tak ing  behavior where identity boundaries are challenged and 
expanded. M aslow  (1970) suggests it may be at tim es where the 
order o f  needs is  reversed fo r some reason. Perhaps it is best 
explained by situational changes in the level of self-esteem  which
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creates higher levels of safety and allows for new behavior to 
emerge. The loop can then be reformed and the best hope is that 
the reform ation has a positive impact. This description is a basis 
for m any psychotherapeutic  approaches and, o f course, is not 
outside the realm  of possibility. R ealistically , a fluid process is 
probably the m ore usual experience. The model I have presented 
focuses on behavior naturally connected to  specific identity  and 
does not take into account change interventions. As w ill be seen 
later in the text, it does have ram ifications for individuals looking 
to change and for change-agents.
Below is a closer look at the model's components.
S e lf-e s te em
... it is reasonable to assume that persons will generally seek 
confirm ation or validation of their identities - at least their 
h ighly  sa lien t iden tities - by behaving in ways that elicit 
validating responses from  others...self-esteem  becomes tied to 
behaving  in accord w ith sa lien t iden tities (S tryker, 1980, 
p .64).
It is generally  assum ed that m ost people would not only 
prefer to incorporate high self-esteem  into their self-im ages, but 
actively pursue that goal. This assum ption is based on the notion 
that "positive is always better than negative". W hat it doesn't take 
into account is that a negative direction may be preferred for the 
sake o f security based on fam iliarity , com fort, predictability , and 
habit. This was skillfully pointed out by A rthur Cohen (1968, in 
Gordon, p.383) when he said "self-esteem  m ay be defined as the 
degree o f correspondence between an individual's ideal and actual 
concepts of himself".
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T here is a lso  the issue o f  locus o f control. Coopersm ith 
(1967) suggests that an individual's self-esteem  partially relies on 
the be lief that s/he has the pow er and ability to control life events. 
I contend that these events need not be necessarily positive. What 
is im portant here is that one has control over the outcom e of the 
events. Thus, though failure is painful, it may be less threatening 
than find ing  oneself in an unfam iliar a rena  that is inconsistent 
with o n e ’s self-im age.
A s one youngster said w hen I spoke with him on his third 
visit to the state reform  school,
"T hese  bozos (counselors) keep telling  me they w ant to 
help me raise m y self-esteem. No way. I t may be low but 
it's  mine and a in 't no one  taking th a t away fro m  me. 
They've taken everything else away. A ll I  got left is what 
I  th in k  o f m yself. I f  I  w anna think I 'm  shit, then I'm  
gonna  think I 'm  shit. T hey  can't m ake me no th in ' I'm  
n o t ."
Conversely, it  is plausible that "since people with high self­
esteem m ay protect them selves from negative  self-evaluation and
be less vulnerable to  the im pact of outside events, they may also
be expected  to be less  affected by the com m unication of failure
experiences and m o re  responsive  to su ccess  experiences than 
persons o f  low self-esteem " (Cohen, 1968 in Gordon, p.384).
J o sie , whom I  w as called in to  the p o lice  station to help, 
h ad  quite a d iffe ren t response from  the  previous young
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man to a sim ilar situation. "Look, I  screwed up /  went 
along with those kids and stole all that s tu ff o f f  the truck.
But no way am I  a delinquent. Yeah, I  d id  it. But 
som ebody with my grades and life ju s t isn't a criminal.
/ 'm  s till  going to D artm outh because tha t's  where I 
belong."
S elf-esteem , how ever it is d e riv ed , is in m any w ays 
synonym ous with self-im age. One aspect of that self-image is the
part of identity that is related to success and failure.
Id e n t i ty
Though I use the terms "self" and "identity” interchangeably, 
I do so with caution. It may be noted that I don’t employ "ego" at 
all. I tend to agree with Erikson's (1950) notion that both "self" 
and "ego" em ploy on ly  the  in te rn a l aspect o f p e rsonality . 
"Identity" is more inviting of social factors. Indeed, social factors 
do become internalized, and it is based on that that I utilize "self" 
as a concept at all.
Identity  is defined as "the condition or fact of being the
sam e...sam eness; oneness...un ity  and persistence o f personality". 
This condition  is view ed both from  w ith in  and by others. Its 
relationship to the word "identical" cannot be ignored. Certainly 
iden tities change as people grow and learn , bu t the tendency
toward unity and congruity are undeniable.
A s p eop le  d ev e lo p , they  in c re as in g ly  in te g ra te  new ly  
discovered aspects o f the self. However, in order fo r there to be 
successfu l in teg ra tion , there has to be  enough sim ilarity  and 
com patibility to allow  inclusion. As m ore of a past develops and
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the concept of present and future are increasingly understood, a 
holistic sense emerges. I believe both time and comm itm ent play 
roles in an individual's attachm ent to his or her identity. Along 
w ith increased  sophistication  com es better understanding which 
leads to, among other things, possessiveness and protectiveness of 
a holistic self-view . In addition, m essages abound to support 
iden tity  cohesion . C hildren and adults are constan tly  being 
reminded to "be yourself" and "act like you'.
U nity, consistency, and congruence do not imply sim plicity. 
The sym bolic  in te rac tion ist view  suggests that "...a  com plex, 
differentiated society requires a parallel view o f self on theoretical 
grounds". Identity  congruence and com plexity  are not m utually 
exclusive. On the contrary, it is the complex nature that requires 
an organized  system . O rganization  requires self-know ledge and 
self-know ledge helps one fit into society. The numbers o f choices 
to be m ade daily are so vast that sense-of-self becomes the only 
re liab le  gu ide, p a rticu larly  as age leads to independence and 
autonom y. There is a constant struggle for equilibrium  which 
results from  satisfactory integration.
The quest for integration is not as rigid as it sounds. There 
are m any experiences that rem ain ancillary to  the core identity. 
H ow ever, when experiential activ ity  is essential to m aintaining a 
u n ifie d  p e rso n a lity , then  th a t ex p erien ce  m ust be c lo se ly  
scrutinized for acceptance or rejection (Laarkin,1987, p.42).
Success. Success-Lim ited, and Failure Identity 
S e lf- id e n tity  is  no t re -e s ta b lish e d  m om en t-by -m om en t. 
Despite changes, there is an underlying continuity over time.
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Today I rem em ber some o f my thoughts of yesterday; and 
tom orrow  I shall rem em ber some of my thoughts of both 
yesterday and today; and I am subjectively certain  that they
are the thoughts of the same person (Allport, 1955, p.38).
(The self-im age) helps us bring our view of the present into 
line with our view of the future (Allport, 1955, p.29).
The sense o f ego identity...is the accrued confidence that one’s 
ability to maintain inner sameness and continuity (one’s ego in 
the psychological sense) is m atched by the sam eness and 
continuity of one's meaning for other (Erikson, 1968, p. 197).
...’id en tity ’...d esig n a tes  the pa ttern -m ain tenance  code-system  
of the individual personality (Parsons, 1968 in Gordon, p. 20).
The above quotes all make a case for continuity and consistency in
the area of identity. That notion is increasingly im portant as we
become firm ly com m itted to what Glasser (1975) calls an Identity
Society. He suggests that we have m oved from a society whose
primary responsibility was to provide the basic securities of life to
a new "role-dom inated society". Personal fulfillm ent is now a part
o f daily struggle. Previously only a few people had the luxury to
be concerned about the ir iden tities and worry abou t becom ing
identity failures. "M ost people settled fo r security and hoped for
lim ited fulfillm ent. The large numbers on the bottom  (were ju s t
trying to  survive)" (G lasser, 1975, p.38). Because w e no longer
need to be so anxious about focusing on survival, we now are m ore
concerned w ith our independent roles, ie. identities. The goals we
now strive fo r are vocational, avocational, and se lf-actualization
which serve to reinforce our concepts o f ourselves.
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...if  a person cannot develop  an iden tity  through the two 
pathways of love and self-w orth, he attem pts to do so through 
tw o  o th e r  p a th w a y s , d e lin q u e n c y  and w ith d ra w a l. 
D elinquency and withdrawal do lead to an identity, a failure 
identity, the more they are used, the more solid the failure 
identity becomes (Glasser, 1969, p. 18).
My teachers in the area of failure identity have come from 
varied backgrounds. Many more than m ight be expected reside in 
the so-called "respectable positions" assigned to the m iddle-class. 
H ow ever, the crash courses on the sub ject were taken on the
streets o f south Philadelphia, in the d rab  dorm itory  room s of 
reform  schools, and behind bars at the state prison. Never were 
G lasse r 's  no tions m ore d ram atica lly  p layed  out than  in the
follow ing exam ples.
The leaders o f  a black gang decided they wanted to talk  
w ith me because they thought I  could deliver a message 
to the city officials fo r  whom they thought I  w orked (and  
I  suppose ultim ately I  did, but the W elfare D epartm ent 
rarely acknow ledged a d irec t connection). These guys 
didn 't particularly see me as an im portant link but their 
fam ilies were in m y caseload and I  was "the only show in 
town". Their message is not the point here. I t was their 
self-descriptions that remain a very c lear memory.
Lamont, the W arlord, told me I  needed to understand that 
they knew they were considered part o f  the "scum” o f  the 
city. They had decided that as long as they were seen as 
scum, they would act as scum. In  fa c t ,  i f  it were not a
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breach o f  confidentiality, I  would disclose the gang's name 
which is a synonym fo r  their description. Their actions
did, indeed, f i t  the nam e. One o f  the boys articulated it 
som ething like this, "Hey, man - I  had to drop out o f  
school you know. This jacket don't go with carrying books 
around. Look, I  was a good, church-goin' k id  when I  was 
little. B ut I  was always bein' p icked  up by the cops fo r  
things I  didn't do. So, hell, as long as I  was gonna get in 
trouble I  figured  I m ight as well do them things. Hey - I  
break the law every day. Just liv in ' up to 
m y reputa tion ."
In society's term s stealing, fighting, and drugging are failure-acts.
W hat this young man and many others told me was that failure
identity  was as sacred to them as success iden tity  might be to
o th e rs .
Kerry acquired her fa ilu re  identity in a sligh tly  d ifferent 
way. I t  happened tha t she looked  very m uch like her  
m other w ho deserted  the fa m ily  shortly  a fte r  K erry 's  
birth. H er fa th er  and  paternal grandm other continually  
compared her to Mom who was graphically described as a  
"whore and a no-good tramp". I  met Kerry when she w as 
14 and she had by then been sexually ac tive  fo r  fo u r  
years - the last two w ith paying customers. When asked  
i f  she w as satisfied w ith  her life-style, she answered w ith  
surprise, "I'm my mother. I  have no choice. Being happy  
has nothing to do with it."
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T here are, o f course, as m any stories of youngsters being told 
they a re  wonderful and can accom plish anything they wish. Their 
success identities are  no-doubt as solid as the failure identities just 
p o r tr a y e d .
S uccess-lim ited  identity is ,  however, where m ost people 
would p lace them selves; that is the area betw een success and 
failure identity. Depending w here  they are on the continuum , 
there a re  certain a reas in w hich individuals put a cap on their 
abilities to succeed. Sometimes the  limit is a realistic reflection of 
m inim al talent, but often it is based  on perception rather than a 
fact o f  com petence . S o c ie ty ’s m essages help fo rm  those 
perceptions (Bern, 1970), for exam ple when women are told that 
their lev e l of achievem ent is expected to be below that of their 
male c o u n te rp a rts . W hatever the rea so n  for the iden tity  
form ation, I believe that those areas in w hich  people experience 
success-lim ited  id en tity  are the areas in w hich  they are most 
likely to  avoid su ccess  if g iv en  the opportun ity  to  achieve. 
Success-lim ited iden tity  refers to the  fact tha t there are levels of 
success above which people do n o t see them selves. As a result, 
they behave in accordance with th e ir limited self-images.
It is tempting to  view the m iddle area o f any continuum  as a 
catch-all for those th a t do not tru ly  fit the m odel. This is not that 
am biguous netherland. In describ ing  personality  tra its , A llport 
(1931) m ade the p o in t that actions inconsistent with a trait do not 
prove th a t the trait is  non-existent. It on ly  means tha t, under
certain conditions, it  is  not m anifest. Allport uses the exam ple of
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the neat person having certain areas of his or her life that appear 
quite messy. O ne can still characterize that individual as neat.
So it is true  with the success-lim ited person. Depending on 
the circum stances, the inclination to lim it one's success is more or 
less evident.
A dditionally , success lim itation  m ay be as d ichotom ous a 
position  as success approach o r success failure. Identity may well 
be form ed around areas o f unlim ited potential while holding areas 
o f lim ited  p o ten tia l as eq u a lly  im portan t and v iab le . The 
youngster who is told that he or she is excellent at sports and 
destined  to excel but will never achieve academ ically is in this 
category . S/he is  likely to be strongly com m itted to approaching 
success in a th le tics while seeing  him or herself as a perm anent 
failure in school.
Fluctuation on the continuum  would be the rule rather than 
the exception.
The "Im poster Phenomenon" is tied in to  the above concept.
T he Im poster Phenomenon is...based on intense, secret feelings 
of fraudulence in  the face o f  success and achievement. If you 
su ffe r from th e  Imposter Phenom enon, you believe that you 
d o n 't deserve your success; you're a phony who has somehow 
'go tten  away w ith  it'. You aren't the person you appear to be 
to th e  rest of th e  world (H arvey, 1984, p.2).
A c c o rd in g  to  H arvey  w h o  co ined  th e  p h ra se  " im p o ste r
phenomenon", "it is  now believed that as many as 70 percent of all
successfu l people have experienced feelings of being im postors or
fakes a t some p o in t in relation  to their work" (p.3). M ore studies
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are required if that statement is to be scientifically credible, but it 
does remain a common theme often discussed among clinicians.
Interestingly, in 1981 Harvey also reported to the American 
Psychological A ssociation that she did not consider the Im poster 
Phenom enon a fem ale trait but that it was discovered in women 
first because they were more willing to adm it to such feelings than 
men (m y sentim ents exactly about the larger issue o f success 
avoidance). Harvey also states that though "often people who feel 
like im postors are afraid of failure...paradoxically , m any of them 
can also unconsciously be afraid of success" (1984, p.159).
Success Avoidance and Success Approach
W hether we talk in term s o f fear, suppression, or avoidance, 
we re fe r to  not taking advantage of opportunities to succeed. 
Rather than pursuing success, the person avoids it. The process 
may be conscious or pre-conscious but, at some level, it is 
d e te rm in e d .
Success approach, in my opinion, is also determ ined. I'm 
rem inded of a ttribu tion  theory (M cM ahon, 1982; H arvey, 1984) 
which describes individuals attributing their success to luck or to 
som ething other than their own talent. Since I believe in the 
notion that luck is often the resu lt o f  taking advantage of 
opportunity , I don 't refer to success achievem ent. "Approach" 
im plies a more intently  chosen direction.
Approaching, or em bracing, success is a comm only accepted 
s ta te  and seem ingly  w ithin  the  norm . A voiding success is 
som ew hat m ore d iff ic u lt to accep t (H arvey  & K atz , 1984). 
Consequently, we tend to refer to all the avoidance behavior as the
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far more palatable "fear o f failure" or "failure avoidance". Krueger 
says "the fear o f failure (can be) a rationalized fear of success 
made consciously understandable" (1984 in Harvey, 1984, p. 163). 
As both K rueger and H arvey point ou t, success avoidance is not 
necessarily synonymous w ith a "will to fail".
My proposed  m odel requires th a t success approach and 
success avoidance be v iew ed at face  value - as a behavior 
descrip tor. I m ean it to describe purposeful approach/avoidance 
ac tiv ity .
I am of the opinion that the soc ia l environm ent provides a 
fram e o f reference that affects aspiration level. In  other w ords, 
standards of success and failure are g leaned  from th e  cultures and 
sub-cultures influencing individuals and those "at the  top" are the 
role m odels for "those com ing up". So-called failures also serve as 
m odels o f "how -not-to-be" o r negative role m odels. Levels of 
aspiration are often m easured against the  possibility of achieving 
or failing  according to the standards o f  famous people, personal 
associations and/or arbitrary standards developed fo r  m otivational 
p u rp o se s .
The loop referred to in the above model indicates the use of 
"self-as-m odel". It is a concept that has fascinated me for som e 
time and for which I cannot take credit. I heard abou t it first a t a 
conference in W ashington som e fifteen years ago and have long 
forgotten the creator's name. It is, nevertheless, pertinent.
Explanation o f the Loop: S elf As Model
Exam ple:
Failure Identity Success Avoidance
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Every time a person acts in accord with her or his identity, s/he 
reinforces behavior upon which future action can be modeled. It 
probably explains why using other people as m odels works less 
often than it seemingly should. A teacher told me
"/ keep telling  Brian that there are lots o f  people who 
used to fa i l  in school and who are now very successful. I  
even introduced him to a lawyer and policem an fr ien d  o f  
m ine who were ju s t like him and  now doing great. It 
doesn't seem to have an impact 
Brian, in fact, could not identify with the men because no one was 
as much like him  as he was. In effect, he was his own best model. 
All he could see were the differences in others, which is not 
possible when using oneself for comparison. One’s own actions and 
predispositions are  often a better fit in to  perceived personality  
style than those o f others. "Following one's own lead" is not only 
easier, it is understandable, fam iliar, and safe. The "loop" is the 
key to continuity.
Safety Needs
A need of an individual is something which is essential to his 
or he r well being...(Sam uels, 1984, p. 17).
M aslow 's (1937, 1970; Sam uels, 1984) hierarchy of needs 
puts safety ju st above physiological needs as requiring satisfaction 
before the m ore sophisticated levels o f belongingness and love, 
e s te e m , s e lf -a c tu a liz a tio n  and  c o g n it iv e /a e s th e tic /e x p re s s iv e  
needs are pursued. The safety  needs include security; stability;
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dependency; pro tection; freedom  from  fear, anx ie ty , and chaos; 
need for structure, order, law, and lim its. M aslow  believes that 
safety needs are so dom inant that "they may serve as the alm ost 
exclusive  o rgan izers o f behav io r...w e m ay ...fa irly  describe the 
w h o le  o rg a n is m  as a s a fe ty -s e e k in g  m e c h a n ism ., .(in  
fac t)...p rac tica lly  everything looks less im portant than safety and 
protection” (M aslow, 1970, p.39).
W e only  need to  observe ch ild ren  w h o  are far m ore 
expressive of their need for safety (M aslow, 1970) to be rem inded 
of how im portant security is to human existence. My entire model 
is p redicated  on the assum ption th a t safety is  param ount for 
people and an intact identity  is essential to m aintaining a secure 
fo u n d a tio n .
The needs approach is addressed in g rea te r depth in  the 
follow ing chapter where the theory is explained. Suffice it to say, 
at this point, that I fully agree with Samuels when he states
T here is no concept currently  covered in social psychology texts 




THE PRINCIPLES OF SELF-CONSISTENCY THEORY APPLIED TO
SUCCESS AVOIDANCE
To thine own se lf be true,
And it m ust follow, as the night the day,
Thou canst not then be false to any man.
(S h a k e sp e a re )
If I were required to reduce my thesis to one statem ent it
would be this:
Incorporated into identity is a level of success above w hich 
people do not im agine them selves: rather than threaten 
that identity, individuals limit their success and do not 
risk the internal consistency that is the basis of their 
s e c u r ity ,4
In other words, fam ilia rity  meets the  need fo r safety w hereas
change in  image poses a threat. I t  follows tha t "need" helps 
explain m otivation.
M aslow  (1970) declares th a t to  study m otivation , we 
essentially m ust study hum an goals o r desires o r needs. He sees 
needs p r io r ity  (the  h ie ra rchy ) as "the c h ie f  p rin c ip le  o f 
o rgan iza tion  in hum an m otivational life"(1970 , p.59). O ther 
theorists v iew  m otivation  as a veh ic le  for reducing  tension by
4 In its simplicity, this statement neglects to qualify the causal links. In 
reality, the relationships are probably more a matter of degree and 
probability than the directness implies.
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seeking  equ ilib rium  and hom oeostasis (A llport, 1955; C ofer & 
Appley,1964). Lecky (1961) saw m otivation as synonymous with 
a striving for unity. However stated, needs theory emerges as an 
essential com ponent of the issue focused on here: the motivation 
for reacting to success potential based on maintaining a congruent 
self-im age. Sam uels (1984, p .l )  states that "...'need' is potentially 
one of the m ost useful concepts for explaining and predicting 
hum an behavior". As M aslow (1970) points out, higher needs, 
such as se lf-actualization , are far enough rem oved from sheer 
survival that their gratification can be postponed. The need for 
safety , how ever, is c loser to the survival level and, therefore, 
requires gratification as soon as possible. If in engaging in that 
gratification, "people ... in terfere with their own growth path and 
human potential" (M aslow, 1970, p. 114), then so-be-it. He further 
sta tes, what I have long believed, that one way to insure safety 
and stability  is to seek the fam iliar rather than the unfam iliar 
and/or the known rather than the unknown (M aslow, 1970, 1937). 
The quest for fam iliarity and fear of the unknown are, by far, the 
m ost common them es I have seen em erge in tw enty-five years of 
w orking with people. T he solutions of choice alm ost alw ays 
em erge  acco rd ing  to F estigner's  (1957) no tions o f cogn itive  
d isso n an ce .
C ognitive d issonance theory  in essence claim s that should 
there be conflicting cognitive elem ents - thoughts, perceptions, 
a ttitudes - in a person 's m ind, there w ill be a tendency 
toward resolving that conflict and thus returning the mind to a 
state of harm ony (Samuels, 1984, p.215).
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Balance and predictability are so important to people that they are 
apt to sacrifice seem ingly rewarding experiences rather than 
risking the loss of com fort that fam iliarity provides. Tresemer 
(1977) suggests that when an individual transgresses his or her 
reference boundary, s/he attempts to return to a state of role 
congruence. "This is done to maintain consistency of one's image to 
oneself '(p . 48).
The Role of Threat and Loss
Early in his career M aslow (1941) put forth a "theory of 
threat" that though seldom alluded to in his later writings, aptly 
describes a num ber of situations including the focus of my work. 
He views th reat to the personality  as threat to the indiv idual's 
goals, system  of defense, self-esteem , and/or security.
The term  "threat" is dram atic. I m ean it to be so. In the 
sam e way peop le  w ill ju s tif ia b ly  defend them selves against 
m aterial, personal, and physical loss - it makes sense that they will 
defend them selves against "loss of self".
Security  em anates from  certain ty  and certa in ty  from  the 
assurance that that which we need to function is intact. No one 
would question the desperate attem pt of a person to save a lim b, 
his or her eyesight, or liver. It is assumed that m ost every part of 
the body perform s a necessary function. So it is with the parts of 
the personality. An outside observer may view some aspects o f a 
person 's personality  as highly dysfunctional, but I firm ly believe 
tha t all th ings people do and that all ways that they act are 
working for them  or they wouldn't be doing it. W hen the balance 
sh ifts and they are convinced that alternative ways work better,
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they are w illing to shed what w ill then, and only then, seem 
dysfunctiona l. Put another way, behavior changes w hen the 
advantages of the new behavior outweigh the disadvantages of the 
old.
It is no wonder that there is such strong reaction to the loss 
o f some aspect of identity , despite the convincing argum ents of 
those that insist "life will be much better as a result". Alas, one's 
own argum ents with self may be more convincing.
Loss is rarely easy, nor easily invited. One fear is that, once 
gone, w hatever it is will be irretrievable. And like an old Teddy 
B ear, even that which is pass£, overused, and ou t-o f-date  is 
difficult to give up.
Festinger, et a l.(1956, 1958) suggest five conditions under 
which persons hold onto their beliefs despite evidence disputing 
them. Though their discussions revolve more around philosophical 
beliefs, it is highly pertinent to the topic of self-perception and 
identity  b e lie f system s.
To m ore easily understand Festinger, et al.'s proposal, I will 
use case studies to exem plify the relevance to success avoidance.
Suppose an indiv idual believes som ething w ith his w hole 
heart; suppose further that he has a comm itm ent to this belief 
and that he has taken irrevocable actions because of it; finally 
suppose that he is presented with evidence, unequivocal and 
undeniab le  ev idence, that his b e lie f is w rong: w hat w ill 
happen? (Given the follow ing conditions) the individual will 
f req u e n tly  em erge, not on ly  unshaken , but even m ore 
convinced o f the truth of his belief than ever before...
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Conditions:
1. A belief must be held with deep conviction and it must 
have some relevance to action, hat is, to what the believer 
does or how he behaves.
K atherine w as so a ttached  to her fa ilu re  identity  that 
alm ost her every action reflected that persona. She did  
poorly in school to the extent that she even attended; took 
drugs and  alcohol daily; stole on a consistent basis; and  
w here she su cceed ed  (desp ite  h e rse lf) , engaged  in 
immediate sabotage with such deliberation that it alm ost 
seem ed as though she was obsessed with erasing anything  
positive  fro m  her record. One o f  the most dram atic  
exam ples w as when a teacher to ld  her she was sm arter 
than she took credit fo r  and Katherine hit her. That was 
the day I  met Katherine. She was introduced to me by the 
police.
2. The person holding the belief must have committed himself 
to it, he m ust have taken some im portan t action tha t is 
d ifficu lt to undo...the more im portant the action, the m ore 
difficult it is to undo, the greater the individual's com m itm ent 
to the belief.
Katherine's records, both in school and in the courts, were 
so th ick  tha t she w ould proud ly  say "they need  f i le  
draw ers o f  the ir own". H er attachm ent to the w ritten  
records was legendary. She called them  her "proo f that 
I'm  a bastard". W hen com plim ented, she was heard to
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utter "just look at m y record. That'll change your mind". 
Docum entation was her security that her actions couldn't 
be denied or refuted. When positive  happenings occurred, 
she w o u ld  c a re fu lly  choose  an in fra c tio n  w h o se  
im portance m atched the exten t to which "good th ings  
loom ed".
3. The b e lie f  must be sufficiently  specific and  sufficien tly  
co n ce rn ed  w ith  the  rea l w o rld  so th a t  events m ay  
unequivocally refute the  belief.
Katherine named h er  fa ilure  iden tity  - som etim es w ith  
pro fanity  and  a lw ays with undeniable specific ity . The  
events tha t might have served to refute the belie f w ere  
often eq u a lly  unden iab le: h e r  helping a handicapped
child up the stairs; scoring fa ir ly  high on achievem ent 
tests; attracting some adults (including me) who genuinely  
liked her despite her unlikable behavior.
4. Such undeniable disconform atory evidence m ust occur and 
m ust be recognized by the individuals holding the belief.
The evidence  challenging K atherine 's b e lie f  that fa ilu re  
was her rea lity  a nd  her destiny  came a t a consistent 
enough rate to be unsettling to her. Successes seeped in  
despite h er  best e ffo rts  to avo id  them, an d  those o f  us  
committed to her stood  firm .
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(Numbers 1 and 2) give exam ples of conditions that w ill make 
the believer resistant to change. The second two would exert 
pressure to discard the belief unless then fifth condition exists.
5. The individual believer m ust have social support...
In  addition to docum ented evidence, K atherine’s parents  
and grandparents, and eventually her siblings, view ed her 
as a fa ilure. They had scapegoated her from  the tim e she 
w as very little . K atherine was the only one o f  fo u r  
children  who was severely  beaten, both  physica lly  and 
verbally. Social support fo r  a b e lie f system is never so 
strong as when it emanates from  fam ily. O f course, school, 
the ju stice  system  and acquaintances steadily jo in e d  in 
the negative perception . Those o f  us challenging her 
b e lie f system stood little chance against the strong social 
support presen t in her community. There was no better 
exam ple o f  the w orkings o f  Labeling  Theory (Lem ert, 
1972) than in this case.
Congruence and Self-Consistencv 
W e c a n n o t c o m p le te ly  u n d e rs ta n d  w hat c o n s titu te s  
congruence for someone else (A llport, 1937). It explains why we 
are so often baffled  by the behavior o f others. T eachers and 
parents m ay be utterly  frustrated  and confused  by a youngster's 
w illfu l perform ance suppression because o f  their perception  that 
s/he is of high ability. However, not even those closest to him or 
her m ay be p rivy  to the constra in ts self-im age and  identity  
boundaries put on a particular behavior. T o push through those
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boundaries may m ean risking the congruence necessary to that 
pe rson ’s functioning . As Samuels (1984,p.19) points out, "(a) 
particu lar means toward satisfying a need may have a negative 
survival value, even though it may contribute to the well-being of 
an individual in a certain sense." W hat is necessary for a person’s 
survival is often judged by outsiders based on "part o f the picture". 
School officials look at educational goals w hile  the physician 
focuses on the physical and parents on the behavioral. The expert 
(as m isguided as s/he sometimes seem s) on the whole person is 
the person him self or herself. It is the individual's perception  of a 
situation (Lewin, 1935; Samuels, 1984), not the situation itself that 
is im portant.
Even as critic ism  abounds regarding how a person attem pts 
to address the "whole" of his or her existence, unification (or the 
w ell-in tegrated  personality ) is equated with psychological health 
(A llport, 1937; Cofer & Appley, 1964; Gergen, 1968). It is for that 
reason, or possibly  because of it, that western culture reinforces 
consistent behavior (Gergen, 1968). It is less taxing on the social 
env ironm ent i f  people are v ig ilan t about pro tecting  them selves 
from  surprises. W e depend on others to act in  a consistent, 
p red ic tab le  m anner. P red ic tab ility  helps in su re  in te rpersonal 
sa fe ty .
W illiam  Jam es (1958) put it w ell when he d ifferen tiated  
betw een healthy people who m aintained balanced and harm onious 
"inner constitu tions" , and "sick souls" whom he described as 
im pulsive and in ternally  incom patible.
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Lecky (1961) describes the one overpow ering m otivation in 
life as m aintaining the system or m aintaining a personality whose 
ideas are organized and consistent w ith one another. He believed 
that an idea formed as a result o f a new experience had to be 
consistent with the ideas already present; and when it is not, it is 
necessarily  rejected. The rejection may take many form s. For
instance, the person suffering from  the afore-m entioned Im postor
Phenom enon (Harvey, 1984) processes inconsistencies betw een his 
or her inner feelings and outer behavior by "equating the public 
image with falseness and the private image with truth" (p. 105), i.e. 
by considering him or herself a fraud. From the sociological point 
of view, support is found in the work of George Herbert M ead II 
(T urner, 1981) in h is suggestion  that s tab le  se lf-concep tion
includes a perceptual field  in w hich the se lf  is view ed as a 
p a rticu la r k ind  o f ob jec t w ith  stab le  a ttrib u te s . A lthough
situations may seem quite  d ivergent, behaviors reflect responses 
that are consistent w ith one another. Some call it "habit" or 
predictable behavior or the form ation o f reaction patterns (Lecky, 
1961). W hatever one calls it, it helps in assuring the organization 
of self and, thus, consistency. All this actually fits very well into a 
predom inant A m erican parenting style which encourages teaching 
youngsters to an tic ipa te  consequences in o rder to p reven t the 
necessity o f sudden adjustm ent due to unpredictability. There are, 
o f course , problem s w hen m ain tain ing  inner harm ony conflicts 
with m aintaining harm ony within the environm ent (Lecky, 1961). 
This m ay be the basis  for m ost o f the d istu rbances w ithin 
re la tio n sh ip s .
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Suffice it to say that people w ill go to great lengths to 
m aintain self-consistency and as Lecky (1961, p.169) says, "...will 
seek those experiences which support (their) values and avoid, 
resist, or if necessary forcibly reject, those which are inconsistent 
with them ".
Relationship To Success Avoidance
A voidance and approach express nothing more than a change 
o f spatial relations. It is not true that avoidance is the name 
for one mode of behavior and approach the name for another. 
F ar from being m utually exclusive, either term applies to any 
line of movement. One observer may think o f the subject as 
running away from danger, but another may see the sam e 
behavior as running toward security (Lecky, 1961, p. 102).
Many would find it difficult to believe that a person would
stop him or herself from realizing what, at least at the outset, looks
like a positive outcome. But since identity diffusion or confusion is
o f grave consequence, som ething like success avoidance begins to
m ake sense (A tkinson, 1978; Lecky, 1961; G ergen, 1968). Put
another way, it is not really the fear o f success, but the fear of
change: the impetus for avoiding success is avoiding change.
The Principles of Self-Consistencv As They Apply To Success 
Avoidance and Approach: Basic Propositions
•The h igher a person 's  self-esteem, the  h igher the  ind iv idua l 's  
chances o f  developing a success identity.
•The lower a person 's  self-esteem, the  higher the  indiv idual's  
chances o f  developing a fa ilu re  identity .
•The higher a person 's  self-esteem, the  less the  individual
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perceives limitations on his or he r  success a tta inm ent.
•The tower a person 's  self-esteem, the more the individual
perceives lim itations on his or her  success a tta inm en t.
The self-esteem  continuum  is reflected in the positions chosen on 
the identity  and success/failure continuum . Levels are chosen so 
that all three are com patible and reinforcing.
•Self-esteem is inexorably  connected to messages received
d u r in g  the socia liza tion  process.
•Identity in areas of success and failure a re  formed, to a great 
extent, as a result of self-esteem levels.
•To the extent those identities a re  solidified, they become
fam ilia r  and  integral p a r ts  of individual function ing  and 
s e l f - p e r c e p t i o n .
Of all the variables associated with self-esteem , early socialization 
plays a major role. Depending on messages received and perceived 
during the developm ent of personality, identities are form ed. The 
aspect o f identity  that is connected to success and failu re  form 
se lf-im ages that becom e c lose  and d ear to  both heart and 
functioning. Even negative identities are coveted as they are the 
person's own, unique self-descriptors and serve to develop  a map 
for traveling through life.
•The fam ilia ri ty  of the identity  dictates an d  re inforces 
behav io r as well as se lf-perception .
•Self-perception  is based on self-knowledge, and self- 
knowledge su p p o rts  p re d ic tab i l i ty  of behavior. 
•Self-knowledge is the  funnel th rough  which ind iv idua ls  make 
sense of the world, p a r ticu la r ly  responses of o th e rs  to
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s e l f .
• P red ic tab il i ty  an d  consistency provide g ra tif ica tion  of safety 
n e e d s .
•Safety needs a re  the foundation  on which security is built. 
S afe ty  is a param ount n eed  for hum an beings; ju s t above 
physiological needs if using Maslow's (1970) hierarchy. Because 
all facets of an individual's identity are integral parts o f his or her 
self-im age, secu rity  is developed  and reinforced by consistency 
and a congruent identity.
•In o rd e r  to in su re  ongoing security an d  safety, individuals 
behave in accord w ith the ir  self-images.
•Self-image is iden tity  and identity  d ic ta tes  behavior.
•Persons with a success identity  approach success as it is the 
logical a v en u e  of congruency  w hich insures safety.
•Success ap p ro ach  reinforces success id e n t i ty  which
encourages continuation  o f  the loop.
•Persons with a fa ilure  identity avoid success as it is the
logical avenue  of congruence which will insure  their 
s a f e t y .
•Success avo idance  re in forces  fa i lu re - id en ti ty  which de trac ts  
from  self-esteem , which encourages continuation  of the 
l o o p .
•P ersons  with success-limited identity  l im it  the ir  success to
varying degrees and a t various times in accord with 
iden tity  congruence , w h ich  in su res  the ir  sa fe ty . 
•S u c c e s s - l im i ta t io n  re in fo rces  su ccess - l im ited  id e n t i ty  which
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enhances or de trac ts  from self-esteem (depending on the 
c ircum stances), w hich encourages continuation  of the 
l o o p .
From  a place o f security and safety, people are able to proceed 
w ith their lives, enjoying a certain degree of comfort.
In accordance with the theory, the following chart diagrams 
the process by which the person w ith low self-esteem  experiences 
success avoidance. A sim ilar diagram  could be made for persons 
w ith fluctuating and high self-esteem.
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Self-consistency theory does not negate that self-concept is 
a lso  dynam ic. The developm ent process is continuous, new 
m aterial is integrated a ll the tim e, and change is a fact of most 
people's lives. However, it is a lso  true that to achieve harmony, 
a ssim ila tion  is accom plished  th rough  a sense of o rderliness. 
Purkey (1989 , p.7) describes the quality o f organization that is 
present in a way that supports my thesis:
♦Self-concept requires consistency, stability and tends to resist 
change. I f  self-concept changed readily, the individual would 
lack a consistent and dependable personality.
♦The m ore central a particular belief is to one's self-concept, 
the more resistant one is to changing that belief.
♦At the heart of self-concept is the self-as doer, the T" which 
is d istinct from the self-as-object, the various 'm e’s' This 
allow  the person to reflect on past events, analyze present 
perceptions, and shape future experiences.
♦Basic perceptions o f oneself are quite stable, so change takes 
time. Rom e was not built in a day, and neither is self-concept.
♦Perceived success and failure im pact on self-concept. Failure 
in  a highly regarded area  lowers evaluations in all other areas 
as well. Success in a  prized area  raises evaluations in other 




At the outset I observed that success has been looked at in 
our culture as uniform ly coveted and appealing. I have since 
m ade the point that not all people expect or want success as an 
outcom e, particularly  if it negates and throws in to  question their 
se lf-co n cep ts .
The ra m ific a tio n s  o f  the se lf-c o n s is te n c y  theo ry  are 
num erous. If, indeed, success sabotage is frequent among certain 
popu lations, and /o r m ost people som e of the tim e, then the 
ap p ro ach  of in s titu tio n s  and su b -in s titu tio n s  needs to be 
e v a lu a te d .
E ducation
T ra d itio n a l e d u ca tio n  in A m erica  is  se t up on a 
rew ard /punishm ent system  (punishm ent often being  the absence 
of reward). Grades are the primary exam ple. "As" and "Bs" and 
the honor roll or dean's list are offered as the ultim ate reward. For 
a good many students, it works, though "the ju ry  is still ou t” on 
w hether there are  better form s of encouragem ent. T here are, 
how ever, a large num ber o f students for whom  the system  is 
ineffec tive . The present com m on nam e fo r them  is "at-risk  
studen ts”, those who do not comply w ith, try, o r comm it to the 
learn ing  process. The m ost frequent response by educators to
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these youngsters has been to increase both the rewards and the 
punishm ents. Still, so-called "failures" prevail.
I recently  taught a series o f one-credit courses fo r teachers 
and adm inistrators in a masters' program at a mid-western college. 
The title of the class was "Success Avoidance: A New Way To Look 
At A t-Risk Students." Nearly 100 people attended and they  were 
frank  in d isc losing  their fru stra tions around dealing w ith  this 
population. They also  reported the solutions attempted in  their 
school d istric ts . W ithout fail, the en ticem ents were increased 
rew ards or a long lis t of punishm ents includ ing  de ten tion  and 
su sp en s io n .
The "enticem ents" are not working. W hat they o ffer as the 
"carrot" is the chance o f increased success. For those youngsters 
unab le  or unw illing  to  in co rp o ra te  su ccess  into th e ir  se lf­
descriptions, the solution becomes the problem . I heard repeated 
stories o f the great lengths to w hich students go to engage in self­
sab o tag e .
"As soon as R icky gets a good grade he se ts  out to fa i l  the 
next exam
"The m ore I  te ll my low -functioning  c lass they 'll g e t  
better jo b s  i f  they graduate, the worse they d o "
'Linda is lovely to be a ro u n d  when sh e 's  fa iling  a n d  
perfectly  aw ful when she's doing well."
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Story after story had the same theme. The promise of or chance at 
success served as a deterrent to doing well.
The w orkable a lternative  is d ifficu lt to im plem ent in a 
system where tim e and energy are at a premium. The ideal is to 
d iscover the param eters w ithin which each student sees him or 
herself, let him or her know that those boundaries are understood, 
and help the youngster to fulfill his or her true potential without 
ignoring his or her need for safety. Identity and goal must be 
com patible to be acceptable. I don't mean to infer that a person 
cannot move beyond that point, but the pace needs to reflect the 
rate at which identity can reform.
In deference to fairness, educational institutions have sought 
to treat all students the same. All students, like all adults, are not 
the sam e. If  incentives are to work, they m ust be designed
appropriately. Like designer clothes, designer incentives that fit 
the individual w ill have more appeal and w ill tend to be worn 
more often.
C ounseling
T here are few honest psychotherapists that w ould dispute 
the notion that one o f the m ost perplexing times in the counseling 
process is when clien ts res is t change. I had a p rofessor in
graduate school who believed that though clients come in saying 
they w ant to change, what they really want is reinforcem ent for 
staying the same.
Interestingly, one of the definitions of counselor or therapist 
is "change agent" meaning the catalyst for change. And, indeed,
clients do usually enter the process by indicating that they want to
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m ake one or more major changes in their approach to life. W hat,
then, would prom pt people to expend energy and a great deal of
money to fight to stay the same? The answer lies in the discovery 
that we can't simply change one aspect of our behavior or thinking 
without it affecting the whole o f us.
Does that mean declarations of wanting to change should be 
ignored or considered insincere? O f course not. W hat it does 
im ply  is that counselors m ay need to consider the value of 
"psychological-education." If  clients are trusted and respected, and 
surely they ought to be, then they have a right to the therapist's 
knowledge base. There are trade-offs to changing which deserve
to be acknowledged and addressed.
I t  was only a fter I  was willing and able to discuss with 
addicts the loss associated with giving up an addiction
tha t I  saw  any progress. Even the m ost devastating
behavior has some value to the person engaging in it. 
Recognition that "giving up" a behavior and, in some cases, 
a consum ing life-style, m ust be treated seriously, begins 
to  increase the person's comfort level.
Further, i f  the counselo r is energetica lly  m oving tow ard 
success while the client is resisting changing his o r her identity , 
the c lien t necessarily  will experience loneliness and abandonm ent.
W anting to change is the first step. Having the courage to change
may be another matter.
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I have rarely seen clients who didn 't know the solutions to 
their problem s. Their reason for com m itting to therapy was to 
gain the strength to effect that solution.
Social Service Agencies 
H elp  L in es  re fe r  c a lle rs  to agencies to  su ccessfu lly  
emancipate them  from their present plight. It is exactly what they 
should be doing. I am not suggesting that helping professionals 
should be encouraging people to accept less than happy existences. 
However, to be consistently baffled by those who ultim ately refuse 
help in order to return to their previous circum stance is to deny 
that chosen roads do not alw ays re flec t upw ard (o r outw ard) 
m ob ility .
Are support people and systems responsible for supporting 
id en titie s  that are seem ingly  d estru c tiv e , u n a ttrac tiv e , and /o r 
failure-oriented? The answer is "no". In the same way that people 
are en titled  to  choose the ir destinies (to  the ex ten t choice is 
available), professionals are entitled to choose where they will put 
their energies.
Suicidal individuals w ill often pu t fo r th  a com plicated  
challenge. "D on't I  have the right to take m y life and  
shouldn 't you  respect that?" N othing caused me more 
conflict in m y career as a therapist. A fter much struggle, /  
was able to answer the challenge. "Yes, you have the right 
to take yo u r life, but I  have the obligation not to assist 
you  in that e ffo r t"  1 made it c lear that I  w as in the 
business o f  helping people  enhance their lives, not end  
them. I  was not the person to call fo r  suicide assistance.
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Thus, I  assum ed that when I d id  get a ca ll, despite  
sta tem ents to the contrary, the person  was asking fo r  
support in finding a way to continue living.
Social service agencies whose m issions are w ell-defined  
operate from  a place o f clarity. If clarity  exists, they need not
rum inate  abou t being able to help everyone (though they 
certainly  can lend their expertise to helping other organizations
develop to fill the gaps).
Once again, believing everyone can or should be helped by 
one 's organization  is operating  under the assum ption that the 
o rg an iz a tio n a l goals are u n iv ersa l. S uccess, enhancem en t, 
be tterm en t, and im provem ent are im portan t aspec ts o f social 
service, but need not be totally shared to be viable.
Em ployee M otivation 
More com plicated than trying to reach individually set goals 
is the challenge to achieve a level o f success set by others. 
In cen tiv e  program s in the w orkplace have becom e extrem ely  
so p h istica ted  and the "buzz w ord" fo r the 80s and 90s is
"m o tiv a tio n " ...m o tiv a tio n  geared  at pe rsona l and , u ltim ate ly ,
com pany success.
If it w ere  sim ply a m atter o f teaching technique then it 
w ould be a  fairly easy task. However, big and sm all businesses 
spend enorm ous resources directed at m otivating their em ployees 
to use the available techniques. The explanation for declin ing 
m orale  is m ost often put in term s o f "fear o f failure". The 
assum ption is that if  people were guaranteed success they would 
natu ra lly  be self-m otivated.
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Despite the general acceptance of the Peter Principle (Peter, 
1969), defined as a reluctance to rise  above one’s level of 
com petence, there  has been the feeling that it is a principle 
applicab le  to ju s t  a few. "Com petence" has becom e the key 
concept. But what about the com petent person who doesn't want 
to rise? Is it mere laziness or is laziness sometimes the excuse for 
m aintaining the status quo and rem aining in a place o f fam iliarity? 
The absence o f success avoidance concerns in m otivational 
literature is startling. It appears in the psychological sections of 
bookstores, but the increasing num bers o f books dedicated  to 
"getting ahead" neglect the issue alm ost entirely. Peters who wrote 
In Search of Excellence (1982) and A P assion  For Excellence (1985) 
a rticu la tes the position of m otivational m ateria l in a sentence 
(1982, p.55). "All of us are self-centered, suckers for a bit of 
praise, and generally like to think of ourselves as winners." If that 
is so, then why doesn't everybody react positively to praise and 
then pursue w inning?
The fact that "how to motivate" books abound is testimony to 
their necessity. Perhaps rethinking the "bottom line" is in order. 
For som e folks, "losing" at one level is "winning" at another. The 
fact that success avoidance is not discussed or even m entioned 
delivers the m essage that it doesn 't exist. People who understand 
the phenom enon in  them selves tell me that they rarely, if  ever, 
talk about it because they think they, alone, have the problem.
It is p resum ptuous to m otivate based on the b e lie f that 
everyone shares a  sim ilar goal and that th e ir success and the 
success o f the com pany are intertw ined and o f high priority.
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Advertising
So m any advertisem ents are based on the assum ption that 
prom ise  o f  success se lls  p roducts because everybody w ^nts 
success. It has been an accepted notion that big homes, large cars, 
fancy c lo thes, and pow erfu l people sell products because those 
m anifestations reflect the public's dream s. The "home of the free 
and the brave" has been translated into the "home of the powerful 
and  perfo rm ance-o rien ted".
It has also been assum ed that people who do not follow this 
road do not because o f limited opportunity, not lack of wanting. 
The constant barrage of "you can arrive here too" if  you use such 
and such a product does not take into account that at least part of 
the population would use exactly that as a reason not to buy the 
p ro d u c t.
The argum ent can be made that "advertising reflects society 
so it must be right". Advertising reflects the views its creators and 
sponsors have of society. Projecting their quest for success is a 
natural response. It is sim ilar to evangelizing about a good book: 
it's  hard to imagine others not liking it.
Re-examination is in order.
Law and Correctional Institutions
W ithout going in to  the deterrence literature, I will speculate 
on the reaso n  some peop le  break law s to get caught. Law 
enforcem ent officials a ll have the ir stories about the "obvious 
crim e" - "it's almost as though s/he did  it in fu ll view or left so 
m any clues in  order to be apprehended". Once sentenced, it may
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be these same individuals who attem pt escape two weeks before 
parole in order to lengthen their sentences.
S oc ial psychologists refer to the la tte r as a response to 
institu tionalization , a  syndrom e which em anates from excessive 
dependence on the institu tion. Goffm an (1961) takes it further 
when he talks about hospital patients converting to the hospital's 
view of them as sick and requiring their incarceration. But what of 
the person  whose iden tity  places him or her com fortably in the 
situation of breaking laws and ultim ately being incarcerated prior 
to institu tionalization?
G eorge helped define recidivism . From the time he was 
11 years o f age he had been incarcerated more often than  
not. I  met him when he was 32 and nearing the end o f  
the last o f many ja il  terms. When I  asked  him his plans, 
he said, "oh, I'll ge t a job, screw around, do a B & E, and  
come back here." I  rem inded him that he purported to 
hate prison. "/ do. What's that have to do with it? Some 
peop le  hate the suburbs, but they know it's  where they  
belong. This where 1 belong. I'm  a criminal. I t ’s me. I 
know how to do it.
T he law  enforcem ent com m unity was G eorge's veh icle  for 
playing ou t his identity. He used it the way priests use the church, 
CEOs use big business, and baseball players use Yankee Stadium. 
It was an arena for solidifying a self-concept to  which he was very 
much attached by the age of 10 (according to his own description).
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W hat may be deterrence for most, is an invitation for some.
If th o se  in crim inal ju stice  purport to care about recidivism ,
crim inal identity cannot be ignored.
Medical Profession
Health has long been accepted as a universal goal, despite the 
fact tha t illness-iden tity  is not uncomm on for reasons spanning 
labeling and secondary gain, to providing a vehicle to reach se lf­
defined and im portant goals.
O nce again , people in the m edical field  should  not be
expected to enable illness, but they should be educated in the area
of health  avoidance. Professional schools are sorely lacking in all 
areas o f  social-psychological learning, to be sure, but if altruism  
isn 't enough reason  to in stitu te  it then perhaps cost/e ffec tive  
argum ents will be more appealing.
T im e and m oney spent in treatm ent, to the exclusion of
understanding and teaching, insures a certain percentage of waste.
It canno t be assum ed that all people crave optim um  health and
view them selves as deserving of it. I f  it w ere so, cigarettes,
a lcohol, and legal and illegal drugs would have a far reduced
m a rk e t .
There has been a fairly successful attem pt in this country to 
becom e a health-oriented society. Individuals have incorporated 
that v a lu e  in to  th e ir  id en tities  in seem ingly  reco rd  num bers.
Those who have not may not have found a point of integration and
m any have not even tried. If  behavior reflects iden tity  and
iden tity  behavior, then  those w ho have not em braced a health- 
orien tation  are no t assim ilating the message.
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If there were an easy example of success avoidance it would 
be in the area o f self-destructive behavior leading to ill-health . 
W hat is  a m y stery  is th a t the n o tio n  s till  rem ains a
surprise...perhaps even an out-and-out refusal to believe it.
P a re n tin g
A ssum ing m ost parents want "the best for th e ir children" 
and assum ing, to some small extent, there is a chance of seeing 
those children objectively, the concept of success avoidance needs 
to be em ployed periodically.
"W hy?" is the question m ost asked in  parenting-help groups. 
"Why does she only strive for second best?" "Why do they act in 
ways tha t com plicate  their lives and m ake people upset w ith
them?" "Why doesn 't he take advantage o f his talent?" "W hy 
won't she try?"
The dilemma is as much the shock o f not understanding one's 
children as it is the presenting problem. Parents can 't im agine 
being so close to someone and know him o r her so little . It is a 
prim e exam ple o f the  im possib ility  o f  fu lly  apprecia ting  so 
personal, so com plicated, and so dynamic a m echanism  as self- 
concept. Again, it is a m atter o f trust - trusting that reasons do
exist for behavior and that those reasons a re  viable, strong and, to
some ex ten t, entrenched.
The ram ifications for parenting are profound: parents cannot 
assum e they know their ch ildren  intim ately enough to  com pletely 
understand and predict the course of their lives. This is surely a 
frightening  thought. H ow ever, the g reatest respect that can be 
o ffe red  ch ild ren , and  anyone else fo r  that m a tte r , is the
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acknow ledgem ent that they have expertise in self-understanding. 
If we want to know others - truly know them- we m ust learn from
them  and at the same tim e expect w hatever in form ation  is
com m unicated will only be a fraction o f the "story". Relevant to 
my theory, the m ost obvious place of input for parents is for them  
to raise their children in a way that supports the developm ent o f 
high self-esteem. W here self-esteem  is low, it becom es a matter of 
learning from  the children about their self-im ages in relationship 
to failure and success. W ith understanding and a collaborative 
effort, behavior becom es explainable and efforts to  help m ore 
easily  defined.
Recom m endations For Research 
The self-consistency theory as applied to success avoidance 
su g g ests  a tten tio n  shou ld  be pa id  to  the im portance  th a t 
m aintaining iden tity  congruence plays in success path  decisions.
R a tio n a lly  and  e x p e r ie n tia lly  th e  theo ry  has s ig n if ic a n t 
im p lica tio n s  fo r  understand ing  the tendency  to w ard  success 
avoidance, but practical application aw aits research findings on a 
number of levels, in a variety o f areas, with a broad population.
The rela tionsh ip  betw een identity  and success path will be 
b e tte r  unders tood  w hen a so p h istica ted  m easure  o f success 
avoidance is developed and an interview protocol is established.
In my op in ion , both quan tita tive  and q u a lita tiv e  studies, 
w ith m ales and fem ales, a t various age levels, in a variety o f
c ircum stances, are  necessary . A lthough it is im perative  tha t 
p rio rity  be g iven  to  the m easurem ent agenda, m uch can be 
g leaned  from  in -dep th  in te rv iew s w ith  people  w ho id en tify
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them selves as success avoiders. By advertising for subjects, the 
re sea rch e r need  not w orry abou t bringing his or he r own 
judgem ent to the project. Those subjects w ho volunteer to be 
interviewed will essentially be defining success for them selves and 
identifying their own behavior as avoidance.
The m ajor d ifferences betw een  my theo ry  and H orner's 
w ould be best researched in a longitudinal study m easuring self­
esteem  in childhood and success avoidance at various life stages.
The rich  data resu lting  from  such a field  study should 
provide the m aterial needed to develop a m ore objective measure 
tha t w ill be useful on a b roader basis w ith  larger sam ples. 
N aturally , age and culturally appropriate versions are required. I 
r e i te ra te  th a t the o b jec tiv e  m easu re  sh o u ld  not be used 
exclusively , but in conjunction w ith a qualita tive  approach. The 
m ajor differences between my theory and H orner’s would be best 
researched  in  a long itud inal s tu d y , m easuring  se lf-esteem  in 
childhood and/or adolescence and success avoidance at various life 
s tag es .
Once the  proper research  techniques are  p e rfec ted , the 
theory of self-esteem /self-consistency can be tested . If  it proves 
to be viable, the research agenda should be expanded to  include 
the philosophy and approaches of institutions in  order to discover 
w hether they are in sync or at cross-purposes w ith  the populations 
they serve.
D iscussion
M ain ta in ing  a s tab le  id en tity  through o rgan iza tion  and 
selective perception wards off threat to what Rosenberg (1981 in
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Rosenberg and T urner, p.611) refers to as the individual's self­
hypothesis. C onversely, individuals affect the society  in which 
they live according to how they play out their identities.
Much o f what m en do voluntarily  depends upon w hat they 
conceive themselves to be.. Each takes his personal identity so 
much for granted that he does not realize the extent to which 
his life  is structured by the working conception he forms of 
h im self. The th ings that a man does vo lun ta rily , and 
even ...invo lun tarily , depend upon the assum ption he makes 
about the kind o f person he is and the way in w hich he fits 
into the scheme o f things in his w orld (Sh ibutan i, 1961, 
p .2 1 4 -1 5 ) .
T he issue of success-avoidance and identity consistency is 
one exam ple of many that support the above notion and is, in turn, 
supported by it. Both society and individuals are best served by 
understanding  m otivation  and em pathizing  with and respecting 
the various social-psychological processes that influence personal 
and group life. It is not always easy to assimilate. Resistance to 
change is not the special purview  of the population-at-large. I 
have found  great d ifficu lty  in accepting what I, m yself, have 
written and concluded. I am, after all, com m itted to the notion 
that "change is really  the only constant". And I, like  so many, 
adhered to  the theo ry  that believing in that philosophy would 
somehow insure that it would happen with some ease. Ironically, I 
find in ternalizing  w hat I have w ritten here (and com e to agree 
w ith) is  ex trem ely  d iff ic u lt because  it  req u ire s  cogn itive , 
em otional, and behavioral change on m y part. I find  m yself 





PLEASE CIRCLE THE NUMBER THAT BEST REFLECTS YOUR ANSWER TO EACH OF 




1 2 0 -2 3
2 23 - 25





3. WHAT IS YOUR ACADEMIC YEAR?
0 Not matriculated
1 Freshman or sophomore
2 J u n io r
3 S e n io r
4 Graduate Student
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4. WHAT IS YOUR OVERALL GRADE POINT AVERAGE?
0 Below 2.0
1 2.1 - 2.5
2 2.6 - 3.0
3 3.1 - 3.5
4 3.5 - 4.0
5. HOW MUCH EDUCATION WOULD YOU EVENTUALLY LIKE TO COMPLETE?





6. WHAT IS THE HIGHEST LEVEL OF EDUCATION ATTAINED BY YOUR FATHER 
(OR STEP FATHER)?
0 Completed Grade School
1 Completed High School





7. WHICH CATEGORY BEST FITS OR FITTED YOUR FATHER'S PRIMARY 
OCCUPATION?
0 Semiskilled or unskilled worker
1 Skilled worker or supervisor
2 Clerical or sales person
3 Proprietor o f own business
4 P ro fess io n a l
8. WHAT IS THE HIGHEST LEVEL OF EDUCATION ATTAINED BY YOUR MOTHER 
(OR STEP MOTHER)?
0 Completed Grade School
1 Completed High School




9. WHICH CATEGORY BEST FITS OR FITTED YOUR MOTHER'S PRIMARY 
OCCUPATION?
0 Semiskilled or unskilled worker
1 Skilled worker or supervisor
2 Clerical or sales person
3 Proprietor of own business
4 P ro fess io n a l
1 4 3




1 U nlike ly
0 Very unlikely
11. WHAT JOB(S) DO YOU CONSIDER REFLECTIONS OF SUCCESS?
12. ARE YOU LIKELY TO STUDY FOR AN EXAM
2 ahead of time
1 at the last minute and it works
0 at the last minute and it does not work














15. IF YOU ARE A SUCCESS. YOU WILL HAVE
2 more friends
1 the same number of friends
0 less friends
16. WHAT JOB(S) WOULD YOU LIKE TO HOLD IN THE FUTURE?
17. FAILURE IS SOMETHING YOU
0 f e a r
1 don't worry about
18. WOULD YOU RATHER BE A
1 l e a d e r
0 fo llow er
19. IS RECOGNITION SOMETHING YOU WOULD
1 like
0 not like
20. IF YOU GOT AN AWARD. WOULD YOU BE
2 h ap p y
1 em b arra ssed
0 not caring




22. HOW IMPORTANT IS IT TO YOU TO DO WELL?
2 v e  ry
1 fairly important
0 u n im p o r ta n t
23. DO YOU ENJOY COMPETITION?
2 very much
1 some
0 not at all
24. IN COMPETITIVE SITUATIONS, ARE YOU
2 com fortab le
1 fairly comfortable
0 u n co m fo rtab le
25. SUCCESS AND ACHIEVEMENT ARE
0 th re a te n in g
1 n o n th re a te n in g
26. FAILURE IS
0 th re a te n in g
1 n o n th re a te n in g
27. WHICH IS EASIER?
1 success
0 fa ilu re
28. SUCCESS HAS MORE
1 positives
0 n e g a tiv es
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29. FAILURE HAS MORE
0 positives
1 n eg a tiv es
30. DO YOU THINK YOU WILL BE
4 highly successful
3 moderately successful
2 a v e rag e
1 moderately unsuccessful
0 u n su ccessfu l




32. HOW VISIBLE (NOTICED BY OTHERS) DO YOU LIKE TO BE?
4 highly visible
3 moderately visible
2 a v e ra g e
1 moderately not visible
0 not visible at all
33. WHAT OCCUPATION WOULD YOUR PARENTS LIKE TO HAVE?
34. WHAT OCCUPATION WOULD YOU LIKE TO HAVE?
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HERE ARE SOME STATEMENTS THAT DESCRIBE PEOPLE AND THEIR ATTITUDES. 
PLEASE CIRCLE A NUMBER FOR EACH OF THEM TO SHOW HOW OFTEN IT APPLIES 
TO YOU.
0 = NEVER 
1= OCCASIONALLY
2 = OFTEN
3 = VERY OFTEN
4 = ALWAYS OR ALMOST ALWAYS
35. I try to meet my own standards in things I do. 0 1 2  3 4
36. I am ambitious and work hard to get ahead. 0 1 2  3 4
37. I have a positive attitudes toward myself. 0 1 2  3 4
38. I feel that I am a person of worth - at least
the equal of others. 0 1 2  3 4
HOW LIKELY WOULD YOU BE TO DO THE FOLLOWING? PLEASE CIRCLE THE 
APPROPRIATE NUMBER.
0 = UNLIKELY
1 = SOMETIMES LIKELY
2 = VERY LIKELY
39. Have a chance to go out with someone you want to
date but not go. 0 1 2
40. Go to a movie with friends when you really need
to study for an exam the next day. 0 1 2
41. Not do an extra credit project when you know it will
make your grade higher. 0 1 2
42. Keep an achievement a secret from family or friends. 0 1 2
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43. Refuse an offer of a job or promotion that would be
good for you. 0 1 2
44. Not run for office of an organization when you have a
good chance of winning. 0 1 2
45. Not apply for a position that you have a good chance of 
obtaining. 0 1 2
46. Avoid publicity, even for something positive. 0 1 2
EVERYONE GETS INTO CONFLICTS WITH OTHER PEOPLE AND SOMETIMES THESE 
LEAD TO PHYSICAL BLOWS SUCH AS HITTING REALLY HARD. KICKING. 
PUNCHING. STABBING. THROWING SOMEONE DOWN. ETC.
THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS ASK ABOUT HOW OFTEN THESE THINGS HAPPENED 
TO YOU, AND HOW OFTEN YOU SAW THEM HAPPEN TO OTHERS WHEN YOU WERE 
AROUND 12 OR 13 YEARS OF AGE.
PLEASE CIRCLE ONE ANSWER FOR EACH STATEMENT USING THIS KEY: 
0 = NEVER
1 = ONCE DURING THAT TIME
2 = TWO OR THREE TIMES DURING THAT TIME
3 = ONCE A MONTH OR LESS
4 = MORE THAN ONCE A MONTH
47. One of my siblings did this to me. 0 12  3 4
48. A sibling did this to another sibling. 0 1 2  3 4
49 .1 did this to a sibling. 0 12  3 4
50. My father did this to me. 0 12  3 4
51. My father did this to my sibling. 0 12  3 4
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52. I did this to my father. 0 12  3 4
53. My mother did this to me. 0 12 3 4
54. My mother did this to my sibling. 0 12  3 4
55. I did this to my mother. 0 12  3 4
56. My father did this to my mother. 0 12  3 4
57. My mother did this to my father. 0 12  3 4
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